
 

CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL MEETING
 

July 5, 2022 - 7:00 PM
 

Council Chambers - 500 Central Avenue, Coos Bay, Oregon

All citizens addressing the City Council under regular agenda items or public comments are required by
City Council Rule 2.9.4 to sign-in on the forms provided on the agenda table. 

 
If you require a listening enhancement device, please contact the City Recorder. 

Please silence electronic devices - Thank you. 
 

Remote Attendance Link via Microsoft Teams
Meeting Live Link/Video

1. Flag Salute

2. Public Comments

a. Public Comment Form

3. Consent Calendar

a. Acceptance of Advanced Health Grant for Community Resource Officer Vehicle
Purchase

b. Consideration of 2022 Oregon State Fire Marshall Wildfire Season Staffing Grant

c. Adoption of Resolution 22-19 Amending Fiscal Year 2022-2023 Appropriations

4. Discussion Regarding the Council Flag Policy
5. Public Hearing for Consideration to Amend the Transportation System Plan Related to

the Front Street Blueprint - Would Require Enactment of Ordinance
6. Consideration to Accept Contract for Library Services
7. Consideration to Award Pump Station 6 Construction Management Services to Dyer

Partnership
8. Consideration to Award Janitorial Services Contract
9. Consideration to Approve a Tesla Supercharger Agreement
10. Consideration to Approve an Intergovernmental Agreement - Coordinated Office on

Homelessness

11. City Manager's Report

12. Council Comments

13. Adjourn
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City of Coos Bay 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 

The City of Coos Bay values our citizen’s input and participation in our various councils, boards, 
and commissions. In an effort to encourage access to participation, we have established a 
process by which the public can provide written comments in advance which allows for potential 
timely addition to the agenda topics of interest to the public. Each council meeting provides for a 
public comment period, as well as when a public hearing is held. Public comment is an 
opportunity to share information or concern with the council. Public comment is limited to three 
(3) minutes, per individual.

If you wish to provide public comment at an upcoming meeting, please fill out this form and 
submit to publiccomment@coosbay.org. You may also mail or hand deliver your completed 
form to 500 Central Avenue, Coos Bay, OR 97420; fax to 541-267-5912; or leave in the drop 
box at the front doors at City Hall.   Completed forms must be received by 1:00 pm the day of 
the meeting to be added to Public Comment List.  

Public Comment Rules: 
• Public Comment Form must be completed before speaking.
• Limited to three (3) minutes per speaker.
• Coos Bay residents and business will be given preference for addressing the council during

the time allotted for public comment.
• Speakers may not convey/donate their time to another speaker.
• Council cannot engage in question/answer conversations with the speaker.
• Questions/concerns about operations should be handled by city staff during regular business

hours.
• The presiding officer has responsibility of enforcement of these rules, and may alter the order

of speakers for efficiency.

Name: 

Address: 

Phone: Email:    

I wish to speak to the City Council on the following agenda item/issue: 

I have previously addressed the City Council on this issue. 

In lieu of speaking, I request the City Recorder to include my written comments into the 
public record (comment area provided on page two). 

By signing below, I acknowledge the above public comment rules. Pursuant to ORS 192.420, 
this document is considered a public record and disclosure may be required upon request. 

SIGNATURE REQUIRED DATE 
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CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL
Agenda Staff Report

MEETING DATE
July 5,  2022 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER
3.a.

 TO: Mayor Benetti and City Councilors  

 FROM: Chris Chapanar, Police Chief  

 THROUGH: Rodger Craddock, City Manager  

 ISSUE: Acceptance of Advanced Health Grant for Community Resource Officer Vehicle
Purchase  

 

SUMMARY:

The Police Department was recently notified of a grant award from Advanced Health for
$67,000 to purchase and equip and vehicle for the Community Resource Officer.

 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:

If it pleases the Council, accept the grant from Advanced Health for the purchase of a vehicle
for the Community Resource Officer.  

 

 

BACKGROUND:

Advanced Health recently awarded the Coos Bay Police Department a $67,000 grant to fund
the purchase and equipping of a vehicle for the Community Resource Officer (CRO).  This
vehicle will pursuit-grade, off-road capable truck to aid the CRO in daily activities.
 
Generally grant awards acceptance requests are accompanied by a Resolution requesting
appropriation of the grant funds, however, as an appropriation transfer resolution was already
compiled for presentation at the same meeting, the appropriation request is included on that
resolution.

 

 

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:

The cost of purchase and equipping the vehicle is fully covered by the grant award.
 

 

 ATTACHMENT(S):  
ATTACHM ENTS:

Descr ipt ion

Award Letter
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CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL
Agenda Staff Report

MEETING DATE
July 5,  2022 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER
3.b.

 TO: Mayor Benetti and City Councilors  

 FROM: Mark Anderson, Fire Chief  

 THROUGH: Rodger Craddock, City Manager  

 ISSUE: Consideration of 2022 Oregon State Fire Marshall Wildfire Season Staffing
Grant  

 

SUMMARY:

The Coos Bay Fire Department would like to utilize Oregon State Fire Marshal (OSFM) grant
funds to augment staffing for the 2022 wildfire season. 

 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:

If it pleases Council, accept the 2022 OSFM Wildfire Season Staffing grant in the amount of
$35,000 and direct staff to ratify the grant agreement.   

 

 

BACKGROUND:

Like most fire departments in the state of Oregon and across the country, with lower numbers
of active volunteers and limited staffing, the fire department has struggled with maintaining
adequate numbers of firefighters for mitigation of larger incidents. This shortage is most
evident during the summer months. Student firefighters are on summer break, career staff
tend to use more vacation time, and the risk of wildland fire is much greater.
 
In 2021, the Oregon Legislature appropriated funds to allow the Oregon State Fire Marshal’s
Office (OSFM) to create a Wildfire Season Staffing grant. This grant distributes funding to
local fire service agencies to augment firefighting staffing. The intent is to provide an increase
in staff hours or seasonal personnel for fire departments with the hope that fires can be
controlled before they grow too large.
   
Fire department staff applied for, and were approved to receive the maximum amount of
$35,000 from this OSFM Wildfire Season Staffing grant.
 
The fire department would use these funds to offset the cost of hiring some of the student
firefighters as seasonal maintenance staff; conducting hydrant maintenance, hose testing,
painting, yard work, and other maintenance or support work. This program, started in 2021,
incentivizes the students to stay here during the summer months. The remaining grant funds
would be used to pay overtime for firefighters to cover vacancies in the staffing schedule.    
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BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:

The OSFM Wildfire Season Staffing grant funds of $35,000.00 would be placed into the
General Fund; reducing the City’s budgeted obligation.
 

 

 ATTACHMENT(S):  
ATTACHM ENTS:

Descr ipt ion

Grant Agreement
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CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL
Agenda Staff Report

MEETING DATE
July 5,  2022 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER
3.c.

 TO: Mayor Benetti and City Councilors  

 FROM: Nichole Rutherford, Assistant City Manager  

 THROUGH: Rodger Craddock, City Manager  

 ISSUE: Adoption of Resolution 22-19 Amending Fiscal Year 2022-2023 Appropriations  

 

SUMMARY:

Recently both the Fire Department and Police Department were awarded grants.  The Fire
Department was awarded a $35,000 Oregon State Fire Marshall Wildfire Season Staffing
grant and the Police Department was awarded a $67,000 Advanced Health grant for the
purchase of a vehicle  for the Community Resource Officer.  The proposed resolution will
appropriate these grant funds which were not anticipated at the time of the original fiscal year
2022-2023 budget.

 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:

If it please Council, adopt Resolution 22-19 appropriate the grant funds from the Oregon
State Fire Marshall and Advanced Health.

 

 

BACKGROUND:

Additional details regarding these two grant awards are available staff reports also presented
with the July 5, 2022 agenda packet.

 

 

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:

These unanticipated grants funds will cover expenses not anticipated during the adoption
process for the 2022-2023 budget. 

 

 ATTACHMENT(S):  
ATTACHM ENTS:

Descr ipt ion

Resolution 22-19
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City of Coos Bay 
 

Resolution 22-19 
 

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF COOS BAY, COOS COUNTY, OREGON, TO ADJUST 
APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE 2022-23 FISCAL YEAR. 

 
 WHEREAS, the City of Coos Bay has been awarded a $67,000 Advanced Health grant for 
the purchase of a vehicle for the Community Resource Officer, and to comply with provisions of 
ORS 294.338(2) which allows for appropriation of funds by resolution only for unforeseen specific 
purpose grant funds received, the governing body, at a regularly scheduled meeting, shall adopt 
a resolution stating the need, purpose, and amount of the appropriation; and  
 
 WHEREAS, the City of Coos Bay has been awarded a $35,000 Oregon State Fire Marshall 
Wildfire Season Staffing grant for hiring student workers throughout wildfire season, and to 
comply with provisions of ORS 294.338(2) which allows for appropriation of funds by resolution 
only for unforeseen specific purpose grant funds received, the governing body, at a regularly 
scheduled meeting, shall adopt a resolution stating the need, purpose, and amount of the 
appropriation; and  
 
 WHEREAS, a resolution would be required to adjust appropriation levels between previously 
appropriated categories, which must state the need, purpose of the appropriation, per ORS 
294.463; and  
 
 WHEREAS, the follow details the purposes of the appropriations: 
 

GENERAL FUND 
    

Source  State Grant  $ 35,000    
        

Use Public Safety     $ 35,000 
       

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND 
    

Source  Private Grant  $ 67,000    
        

Use Capital outlay     $ 67,000 
       
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT, the City of Coos Bay, Coos County Oregon 
hereby appropriates the funds as aforementioned.  The foregoing resolution was duly adopted by 
the City of Coos Bay, Coos County, Oregon this 5th day of July 2022. 
 
  

 __________________________________ 
 Joe Benetti, Mayor  
 
ATTEST: 
 _________________________________ 
 Nichole Rutherford, City Recorder  
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CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL
Agenda Staff Report

MEETING DATE
July 5,  2022 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER
4.

 TO: Mayor Benetti and City Councilors  

 FROM: Rodger Craddock, City Manager  

 THROUGH:   

 ISSUE: Discussion Regarding the Council Flag Policy  

 

SUMMARY:

In September 2021, the Council adopted a Council Flag Policy.  Mayor Benetti has requested
the Council consider placing a moratorium on the policy in order to further analyze the
Supreme Court’s ruling on the Harold Shurtleff v. City of Boston case.  

 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:

If it pleases Council, approve a 90-day moratorium on the Council Flag Policy to allow the City
Attorney to further analyze recent related court cases and to provide the Council legal advice
and options.   

 

 BACKGROUND:  

 
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:

None at this time. 
 

 ATTACHMENT(S):  
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CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL
Agenda Staff Report

This item was previously discussed at City Council meeting on 6/21/2022

MEETING DATE
July 5,  2022 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER
5.

 TO: Mayor Benetti and City Councilors  

 FROM: Carolyn Johnson, Community Development Administrator  

 THROUGH: Jim Hossley, Public Works and Community Development Director  

 ISSUE: Public Hearing for Consideration to Amend the Transportation System Plan
Related to the Front Street Blueprint - Would Require Enactment of Ordinance  

 

SUMMARY:

Following Council's June 21, 2022 authorization of Resolution 22-16, approving the Front
Street Blueprint (Blueprint), the Coos Bay Transportation System Plan (TSP) requires minor
amendments to reflect Blueprint references.  An ordinance is required to amend the TSP
which is included within Coos Bay Municipal Code.

 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:

If it pleases Council, enact an Ordinance adopting minor amendments to the Coos Bay
Transportation System Plan.

 

 

BACKGROUND:

Proposed revisions to the Transportation System Plan are as described in the ordinance,
including it's attached Exhibit A. Revisions include changes to the TSP Table 1, Summary of
Tier 1 (Financially Constrained Improvements) Capital Projects #9 to read "Blueprint" instead
of "Action Plan" and also TSP project sheet for CB-9 to reflect the finished Front Street
Blueprint.

 

 
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:

None. 
 

 ATTACHMENT(S):  
ATTACHM ENTS:

Descr ipt ion

Ordinance for minor TSP amendment
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ORDINANCE NO. ___ 
 
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE 2020 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN (TSP) RELATED 
TO THE ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION 22-16 AUTHORIZING THE FRONT STREET 
BLUEPRINT.  
 
SECTION 1:  ACTION 
 
A. The Coos Bay City Council on June 21, 2022, authorized Resolution 22-16 adopting the Front 

Street Blueprint (Blueprint). The Blueprint identifies public transportation improvements for 
future City consideration between Market Street and Ivy Avenue on Front Street. The Blueprint 
is referenced in the 2020 Transportation System Plan (TSP) as a draft document. The 2020 
TSP requires minor amendments to accurately reference the adopted Blueprint as an adopted 
City policy document as noted in Exhibit A.  

B. Determination of findings of fact as referenced in Exhibit A. 
 
SECTION 2:  NOTIFICATION OF PUBLIC HEARING 
 
A. Notification of this June 21, 2022 public hearing with required information was provided to the 

Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development on May 25, 2022.  
B. A public hearing notice was posted in the World identifying the date, time, intent and location 

of information for the May 27, 2022 for Planning Commission and City Council public hearings.  
C. A Planning Commission public hearing was held on May 31, 2022.  
D. A City Council public hearing was held on June 21, 2022. 
E. A City Council public hearing was held on July 5, 2022. 
 
SECTION 3:  PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION 
 
Consistent with CBMC Section 17.130.110 Type IV Procedure, the Coos Bay Planning 
Commission on May 31, 2022 recommended Council action to approve Project #187-22-000180-
PLNG. 
 
SECTION 4:  THE CITY COUNCIL ORDAINS that Project #187-22-000180-PLNG is approved 
as described in the attached Final Decision with findings of fact found in Exhibit A, an amendment 
to the 2020 Comprehensive Plan TSP. 
 
This Ordinance shall take effect 30 days after enactment by the City Council and signature by the 
Mayor, whichever is later. 
 
The foregoing ordinance was enacted by the City Council of the City of Coos Bay this 5th day of 
July, 2022 by the following vote: 
 
Yes:  
No:  
Absent:  
              

Joe Benetti, Mayor 
City of Coos Bay, Coos County Oregon 

ATTEST: 
   
 Nichole Rutherford, City Recorder 
 City of Coos Bay, Coos County Oregon 
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Ordinance No. ___ - Page 2 

EXHIBIT A 
 

CITY COUNCIL FINAL DECISION  
PROJECT #187-22-000180-PLNG 

 
The Coos Bay City Council Final decision authorizes Project #187-22-000180-PLNG, a minor 
amendment to the 2020 Comprehensive Plan Transportation element/Transportation System 
Plan found at the conclusion of this Final Decision consistent with the following statements of 
facts/findings and conclusions: 
 
I. SECTION 17.215 APPROVAL CRITERIA, STATEMENT OF FACT/FINDINGS AND 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The following is a list of the approval criteria applicable to the request. According to Coos Bay 
Municipal Code (CBMC), Chapter 17.215.060.A, a plan amendment request must be 
evaluated against the applicable approval criteria. Each criterion is followed by findings or 
justification statements. 

 
APPROVAL CRITERION 1. The boundaries of the Comprehensive Plan map 
designations and the Comprehensive Plan text may be amended as provided in CBMC 
17.215.020. 

 
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS: The request is to adopt an amendment to the 
2020 TSP which, as the transportation element of the Comprehensive Plan, constitutes 
an update to the City’s transportation plans and policies. The boundaries of the 
Comprehensive Plan map designations are not proposed for amendment. 
 
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied. 

 
APPROVAL CRITERION 2. The proposed amendment is in the public interest. 

 
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS: The amendment was developed through a process 
that included opportunities for public involvement and input. Public engagement included 
involvement from an Advisory Committee (PAC), including representation from the City of Coos 
Bay. Public meetings were held in 2022, and a public survey was also conducted.  In addition to 
City of Coos Bay staff, an Advisory Committee composed of interested citizens, property owners, 
business representatives, and other stakeholders provided guidance during the project. Meetings 
with these stakeholders were held throughout the project.  
 
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied. 
 

APPROVAL CRITERION 3. Approval of the amendment will not result in a decrease in 
the level-of-service for capital facilities and services identified in the Coos Capital 
Improvement Plan(s). 

 
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:  The proposed amendment to the 2020 TSP 
has identified minor text changes that will, when implemented, not result in a decrease in 
the level of service identified in the Coos Capital Improvement Plan.  
 
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied. 
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II. CITY OF COOS BAY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN Statewide Planning Goals 
 

Goal 1: Citizen Involvement: To develop a citizen involvement program that ensures the 
opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process. 

 
Finding: This application complies with the citizen involvement processes included in 
the City’s acknowledged Comprehensive Plan, which is consistent with Statewide 
Planning Goal 1. Notice of the proposal and hearings for the Front Street Blueprint 
(Blueprint), for which this amendment is required, in the World Newspaper on May 27, 
2022. The draft ordinance authorizing the amendment was posted in two public places 
consistent with the City Charter.  The proposal was made available to the Department 
of Land Conservation and Development on May 25, 2022 in advance of the May 31, 
2022 Planning Commission public hearing and the June 21 and July 5, 2022 City 
Council public hearings.  
 
Preparation of the Blueprint, for which this amendment is required, was developed with 
an Advisory Committee comprised of interested agencies and Front Street business 
and property owners.  The Committee, city staff and a professional consultant worked 
together to develop the Blueprint as a result of multiple meetings and review of Plan 
preparation material.  

 
Goal 2: Land Use Planning: To establish a land use planning process and policy framework 
as a basis for all decision and actions related to use of land and to assure an adequate 
factual base for such decisions and actions. 
 

Finding: Existing state and local plans, policies, standards, and laws relevant to the 
TSP were reviewed and evaluated in the Blueprint to guide the development of the TSP 
amendment. Coordination between the state and local agencies was accomplished 
through the involvement of the of the project management team consisting of City staff, 
the ODOT grant manager, and consultant team. Members of the public advisory 
committee provided guidance on the development the Blueprint and included multiple 
stakeholders and over a hundred comments from a public survey.  

 
Goal 3: Agricultural Lands: to preserve and maintain agricultural lands. 

 
Finding:  Goal 3 is not applicable. The City of Coos Bay has no lands designated as 
agricultural within its municipal boundaries. 

 
Goal 4: Forest Lands: To conserve forest lands by maintaining the forest land base and to 
protect the state’s forest economy by making possible economically efficient forest 
practices that assure the continuous growing and harvesting of forest tree species as the 
leading use on forest land consistent with sound management of soil, air, water, and fish 
and wildlife resources and to provide for recreational opportunities and agriculture. 

 
Finding: Goal 4 is not applicable. The City of Coos Bay has no lands specifically 
designated as forest use within its municipal boundaries. 
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Ordinance No. ___ - Page 4 

Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open Spaces: To protect 
natural resources and conserve scenic and historic areas and open spaces. 

 
Finding: Goal 5 is not applicable; the project has no impact on Natural Resources.  

 
Goal 6: Air, Water, and Land Resources Quality: to maintain and improve the quality of the 
air, water, and land resources of the state. 

 
Finding: Goal 6 is not applicable to the TSP amendment.  

 
Goal 7: Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards: To protect life and property from 
natural disasters and hazards. 

 
Finding:  Goal 7 is not applicable to the TSP amendment.  

 
Goal 8: Recreational Needs: To satisfy the recreational needs of the citizens of the state 
and visitors and, where appropriate, to provide for the siting of necessary recreational 
facilities including destination resorts. 

 
Finding:  The proposed recreational facilities of Coos Bay in the TSP “Goal and 
Policies” Section note the importance of recreational tourism to the City’s economic 
interests; recreational needs were addressed in the following policies: 
 
• Goal 5, Policy e - Encourage recreational tourism by developing vehicular, 

pedestrian, and bicycle connections and recreation routes and services throughout 
the City and between major recreational locations, destinations and key City service 
areas. 

• Goal 5, Policy f - Improve designated major tourist routes with enhanced 
streetscape and directional markings. 

• Goal 5, Policy g - Support recreational transit use to boost tourism, enhance 
economic development, and reduce the environmental impacts of automobile 
traffic. 

• Goal 5, Policy h - Explore options to enhance tourist transit use with Coos County 
Area Transit, including the use of seasonal trolleys, and with businesses that attract 
tourists, such as local casinos. 

• Goal 8, Policy b - Provide convenient and direct pedestrian and bicycle facilities 
and routes to promote health and the physical and social well-being of residents, 
to reduce vehicular traffic congestion, to provide community and recreational 
alternatives, and to support local commerce and economic development. 

 
The TSP currently notes compliance with these policies as being reflective of the Front 
Street Action Plan. Reference to compliance to the Blueprint provides a more accurate 
reflection of policy compliance. The amendment has no impact on the intent of or action 
on the City’s adoption of the TSP related to recreation needs noted in Comprehensive 
Plan Goal 8.  
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Goal 9: Economic Development: To provide adequate opportunities throughout the state 
for a variety of economic activities vital to the health, welfare and prosperity of Oregon’s 
citizens. 

 
Finding: The TSP promotes economic development within the City, especially as 
related to the transportation of goods, efficiency of funding projects, and recreational 
tourism through active transportation modes. The TSP planning process was guided 
by Goal 5 to “(p)rovide a transportation system that supports existing industry and 
encourages economic development in the City.” Specific policies within Goal 5 that are 
particularly supportive of economic development include: 
 
• Goal 5, Policy a - Improve the movement of goods and delivery of services 

throughout the City while balancing the needs of all users with a variety of travel 
modes and preserving livability in residential areas and established neighborhoods. 

• Goal 5, Policy b - Prioritize efficient freight movement on identified freight routes in 
the Transportation System Plan and improve freight intermodal connectors as last 
mile connectors between state highways and intermodal freight facilities. 

• Goal 5, Policy e - Encourage recreational tourism by developing vehicular, 
pedestrian, and bicycle connections and recreation routes and services throughout 
the City and between major recreational locations and destinations and key City 
service areas. 

• Goal 5, Policy f - Improve designated major tourist routes with enhanced 
streetscape and directional markings. 

• Goal 5, Policy g - Support recreational transit use to boost tourism, enhance 
economic development, and reduce the environmental impacts of automobile 
traffic. 

• Goal 8, Policy b - Provide convenient and direct pedestrian and bicycle facilities 
and routes to promote health and the physical and social well-being of residents, 
to reduce vehicular traffic congestion, to provide community and recreational 
alternatives, and to support local commerce and economic development. 

 
The TSP amendment is related to Blueprint references rather than references to the 
Front Street Action Plan more accurately reflects consistency with these 
Comprehensive Plan policies.  The amendment has no impact on the intent of or action 
on the City’s TSP related to Economic Development noted in State Planning Goal 9.  

 
Goal 10: Housing: To provide the housing needs of the citizens of the state. 

 
Finding:  The amendment has no impact housing needs noted in Goal 10.  

 
Goal 11: Public Facilities and Services: To plan and develop timely, orderly, and efficient 
arrangement of public facilities and services that serve as a framework for urban and rural 
development. 

 
Finding: The TSP amendment is related Blueprint references rather than references to 
the Front Street Action Plan. The amendment impact is limited to references to the most 
recent evaluation of public services and facilities. There is no impact on the intent of or 
action on the City’s adoption of the TSP related to public facilities and services noted in 
Goal 11.  
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Goal 12: Transportation: To provide and encourage a safe, convenient and economic 
transportation system. 
 

Finding: The TSP goals include improve mobility and connectivity, support economic 
development, promote safety, provide for multimodal users, protect the environment and 
maintain planning and funding for the transportation network.  The TSP amendment is 
related to Blueprint rather than the Front Street Action Plan, and the amendment provides 
this correction.  The amendment has no impact on the intent of or action on the City’s 
adoption of the TSP related to Transportation as noted in Goal 12.  

 
Goal 13: Energy Conservation: Land and uses developed on the land shall be managed 
and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all forms of energy, based upon sound 
economic principles. 

 
Finding: The TSP projects improve roadway and intersection operations, addressing 
safety and maintenance needs on Coos Bay’s system.  TSP policies related to 
conserving energy include: 
 
• Goal 1, Policy b - For new development and expansion of existing development, 

require multi-modal circulation internally on site and externally to adjacent land use 
and existing and planned multi-modal facilities. 

• Goal 1, Policy c - Support options to motorized travel and to promote and support 
walking and biking tourism. 

• Goal 1, Policy d - Require sidewalks on all new streets within the Urban Growth 
Boundary and facility designs meeting adopted Transportation System Plan 
standards. 

• Goal 1, Policy e - Ensure adequate access to transit facilities and services. 
• Goal 3, Policy b - Reduce reliance on single-occupancy vehicle trips by 

implementing the adopted bicycle and pedestrian modal plans through private 
investment as part of future development and by seeking public funding to enhance 
facilities. 

• Goal 3, Policy h - Coordinate with Coos County Area Transit to develop system 
enhancements that support the movement of people in high traffic corridors. 

• Goal 8, Policy b - Provide convenient and direct pedestrian and bicycle facilities 
and routes to promote health and the physical and social well-being of residents, 
to reduce vehicular traffic congestion, to provide community and recreational 
alternatives, and to support local commerce and economic development. 

• Goal 8, Policy f - Reduce the number of vehicle-miles traveled. 
• Goal 8, Policy g - Increase the number of walking, bicycling, and transit trips in the 

City. 
• Goal 8, Policy k - Support technology applications that improve travel mobility and 

safety with less financial and environmental impact than traditional infrastructure 
projects. 

• Goal 8, Policy l - Implement requirements for multi-modal or “complete streets,” with 
each street servicing the needs of the various modes of travel. 

 
Significant gains are expected in terms of project outcomes related to walking, biking, 
and taking transit, which in turn will have a positive impact on energy efficiency and 
conservation.  The TSP amendment is related to Blueprint rather than the Front Street 
Action Plan and the amendment reflects this correction. The amendment has no impact 
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on the intent of or action on the City’s adoption of the TSP related to Energy 
Conservation as noted in Goal 13.  

 
Goal 14: Urbanization: To provide for an orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban 
land use. 

 
Finding: The TSP recommends multimodal solutions to serve household and 
employment growth projected through 2040 within the City’s UGB. TSP goals and 
transportation policies support residential and economic development are identified in 
the findings for Statewide Planning Goals 9 and 10. The TSP amendment related to 
Blueprint is the appropriate reference rather than the Front Street Action Plan as 
currently noted in the TSP. The amendment has no impact on the intent of or action on 
the City’s adoption of the TSP related to Urbanization noted in Goal 14.  

 
Goal 16: Estuarine Resources: to recognize and protect the unique environmental, 
economic, and social values of each estuary and associated wetlands; and to protect, 
maintain, where appropriate develop, and where appropriate restore the long-term 
environmental, economic, and social values, diversity and benefits of Oregon’s estuaries. 

 
Finding: The TSP includes improvements related to the Coos Bay Boardwalk that will 
allow people to enjoy and more fully appreciate the Coos Bay Estuary. The TSP 
amendment related to the Blueprint rather than the Front Street Action Plan provides a 
correction to the TSP to accurately reflect future improvements to the Boardwalk. The 
amendment has no negative impact on the intent of or action on the City’s adoption of 
the TSP related Estuarine Resources referenced in Goal 16.  

 
Goal 17: Coastal Shorelands: To conserve, protect, where appropriate, develop and where 
appropriate restore the resources and benefits of all coastal shorelands, recognizing their 
value for protection and maintenance of water quality, fish and wildlife habitat, water-
dependent uses. economic resources and recreation and aesthetics. The management of 
these shoreland areas shall be compatible with the characteristics of the adjacent coastal 
waters; and to reduce the hazard to human life and property, and the adverse effects upon 
water quality and fish and wildlife habitat, resulting from the use and enjoyment of Oregon’s 
coastal shorelands. 

 
Finding: The coastal shorelines goal is not applicable to the amendment. Goal 17 does 
not apply. 

 
Goal 18: Beaches and Dunes: To conserve, protect, where appropriate develop, and where 
appropriate restore the resources and benefits of coastal beach and dune areas; and to 
reduce the hazard to human life and property from natural or man-made induced actions 
associated with these areas. 

 
Finding: There are no beach or dune areas affected with this amendment.  Goal 18 
does not apply. 
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Goal 19: Ocean Resources: To conserve marine resources and ecological functions for 
the purpose of providing long-term ecological, economic, and social value and benefits to 
future generations. 

 
Finding: The ocean resources goal is not applicable to the proposed amendments. 
Goal 19 does not apply. 

 
II. OREGON TRANSPORTATION PLAN 
 

The Oregon Transportation Plan (OTP) is the state’s long-range multimodal transportation 
plan. The OTP is the overarching policy document among a series of plans that together 
form the draft TSP. A TSP amendment must be consistent with applicable OTP goals and 
policies.  

 
Finding: The TSP amendment is related to the Blueprint and corrects the reference to 
the Front Street Action Plan currently noted in the TSP. The amendment is not 
inconsistent with the Oregon Transportation Plan.  
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CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL
Agenda Staff Report

MEETING DATE
July 5,  2022 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER
6.

 TO: Mayor Benetti and City Councilors  

 FROM: Sami Pierson, Library Director  

 THROUGH: Rodger Craddock, City Manager  

 ISSUE: Consideration to Accept Contract for Library Services  

 

SUMMARY:

Each year, the eight public libraries in Coos County enter into a contract with the Coos County
Library Services District for library services.  The annual contract contains, in part, the tax
distribution formula for the libraries and the contractual amount for Extended Services Office. 
The contract is for July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023.

 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:

If it pleases Council, staff recommends approving the contract and authorize the City Manager
to sign the contract.

 

 

BACKGROUND:

In 1992, the voters overwhelmingly approved the formation of the Coos County Library District
and the establishment of a permanent tax base for the taxing district. Coos County collects the
tax base dollars and distributes them to the cities, the Dora Library, and the fiscal agent for the
Extended Services Office (at this time that is City of Coos Bay).

 

 

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:

The 2022-2023 Coos Bay Public Library budget includes an estimated $1,220,000 in
revenue from the Library District to cover operational expenses.  The contract also provides
$653,500 to operate the Extended Services Office.
 

 

 ATTACHMENT(S):  
ATTACHM ENTS:

Descr ipt ion

Library Services Contract 22-23
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CONTRACT FOR LIBRARY SERVICES 

This Contract is entered into and is effective July 1, 2022, by and between the Coos County Library 
Service District and the City of Coos Bay, City of Bandon, City of Coquille, Dora Public Library, City 
of Lakeside, City of Myrtle Point, City of North Bend, and City of Powers (hereinafter collectively 
referred to as “Cities”). 
 
WHEREAS, the voters of Coos County have determined that cooperative library service is in the 
public interest and have provided stable funding for such services through approval of a tax base 
and by the creation of the Coos County Library Service District (hereinafter referred to as the 
“District”); and 
 
WHEREAS, the District finds that library services can be provided economically and effectively 
through contracts for service with established library facilities; and 
 
WHEREAS, the Cities are willing and able to provide the same basic library service to all residents 
of Coos County on a non-fee basis as hereinafter set forth. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, by the authority granted by the provision of ORS Chapters 190 and 451, it is 
mutually agreed as follows: 

1. This Contract shall commence on July 1, 2022 and shall terminate on June 30, 2023. 
 

2. Out of the revenue generated by the Coos County Library Service District Tax Base, the District 
agrees to distribute $653,500.00 to the City of Coos Bay to provide county-wide cooperative 
library materials, personnel and services, including the union catalog and interlibrary loan 
service, automated library circulation and on-line catalog service, OCLC equipment and 
services, outreach and courier services, books-by-mail, reference service, and satellite libraries 
(collectively, the “Extended Service Office” or “ESO” services). The City of Coos Bay shall have 
the right to contract with non-library agencies to provide ESO services subject to approval by 
the District.  
 

3. The amount due the City of Coos Bay under Section 2 above shall be paid in three (3) equal 
installments, due on or before December 15, 2022, March 15, 2023, and June 15, 2023. 
 

4. Services provided by the City of Coos Bay under Section 2 above shall include an outreach 
program in the Coos County Jail at no charge to Coos County. 
 

5. Out of the revenue generated by the Coos County Library Service District Tax Base, the District 
shall budget $10,000.00 for the payment of administrative expenses. 
 

6. Proceeds from the Tax Base are to be used by each of the Cities in defraying the costs of 
library materials, library equipment, library furnishings, library personnel, and library services.  
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7. In return for the provision of operating expenses, the Cities shall provide a library building plus 
maintenance and repair of that building, excluding routine custodial services and utilities.  The 
Cities shall also provide indirect administrative and overhead costs of library operation 
incurred by other city departments or the nonprofit corporation.  The City of Coos Bay shall 
provide space, custodial services, utilities, and indirect administrative and overhead costs, in 
return for the provision of operating expenses for the county-wide services under Section 2 
above. 
 

8. Revenues generated by the District Tax Base less those funds paid to City of Coos Bay 
pursuant to Section 2 and retained by the District for administrative expenses pursuant to 
Section 5 shall be distributed by the Coos County Finance Department as follows: 
 
Library Proportion 
Bandon 0.11047989 
Coos Bay 0.37351472 
Coquille 0.11255210 
Dora 0.01784751 
Lakeside 0.02615246 
Myrtle Point 0.07781038 
North Bend 0.25261591 
Powers 0.02902703 
 

9. The distributions described above are to be made exclusively from revenue generated from 
the District Tax Base and this Contract does not create any obligation against any other 
revenues or assets of Coos County or the District. 
 

10.  The Coos County Finance Department shall make distribution of delinquent taxes from prior 
years to each of the Cities according to the terms of the contract in force for each of those 
years. 
 

11.  Each of the Cities agrees to expend the entire library fund paid under this Contract in 
accordance with the purposes for which it was levied. 
 

12.  All decisions regarding the funding and operation of libraries shall be made pursuant to the 
Master Plan for the Coos County Library Service District. 
 

13. Each of the Cities is solely responsible for the management of all employee, officers, or agents 
(“Staff”) who perform work funded in whole or in part by this Contract. The Cities 
acknowledge that Staff are not the officers, employees, or agents of the Coos County Library 
Service District, and the Cities have the sole responsibility for the actions of their Staff.  
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14.  This Contract may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be an 
original, but all of which, taken together, shall constitute one and the same Contract. 
 
 

- SIGNATURES ON NEXT PAGE    - 
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COOS COUNTY LIBRARY SERVICE DISTRICT       
GOVERNING BODY:      CITY OF COOS BAY 
 
            
Chair       Authorized Signature 
 

       Date:      
Commissioner 
 
       CITY OF BANDON 
Commissioner      
       ________________________ 
Date:        Authorized Signature 

 
       Date: ___________________ 
 
 
CITY OF COQUILLE     CITY OF POWERS 
 
       ________________________ 
Authorized Signature     Authorized Signature 
 
Date:       Date:     
 
 
 
CITY OF LAKESIDE     DORA PUBLIC LIBRARY 
 
       ________________________ 
Authorized Signature     Authorized Signature 
 
Date:       Date:____________________ 
 
  
CITY OF MYRTLE POINT    CITY OF NORTH BEND 
 
       ________________________ 
Authorized Signature     Authorized Signature 
 
Date:       Date:____________________ 
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CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL
Agenda Staff Report

This item was previously discussed at Joint URA/Council Worksession on 5/24/2022

MEETING DATE
July 5,  2022 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER
7.

 TO: Mayor Benetti and City Councilors  

 FROM: Stephan Stys, Water Quality Engineer  

 THROUGH: Jennifer Wirsing, City Engineer/Deputy Public Works and Community
Development Director 

 

 ISSUE: Consideration to Award Pump Station 6 Construction Management Services to
Dyer Partnership  

 

SUMMARY:

Requesting approval to award the contract for construction management services for the
construction of Pump Station 6.

 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:

If it pleases Council, city staff is requesting to award the contract for construction management
services for the construction of Pump Station 6 to The Dyer Partnership for $143,796.00,
which includes a 15% contingency.

 

 

BACKGROUND:

The following is in pursuit of completing a portion of Goal 2 of the 2021-2023 Council goals,
more specifically this is regarding the replacement of Pump Station 6.
 
Pump Station 6 was originally constructed in 1960. In 1974 the pumps station was upgraded
to include a more robust control and electrical system and a structure to house the controls. In
1974 the pump station pumps were upgraded and a structure was built to house the new
pumps. Since that time, there has been minimal additional work performed aside from routine
maintenance. Within the last few years, the level of maintenance has increased to the point
that it is no longer feasible to keep up with the required maintenance. Because of the many
issues which need to be addressed with the upgrade of the pump station, it was decided that
this pump station needed a complete reconstruction instead of a partial upgrade which would
target one or two specific issues.
 
Over the last 12 months, city staff has been working with The Dyer Partnership to prepare the
plans and specification for the complete reconstruction of Pump Station 6. This will include,
demolishing the existing control building and pump house along with all mechanical and
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electrical equipment, constructing a new control building, installing a new 83kW generator and
housing, installing 3 redundant 25 hp submersible pumps, a new effluent header, a watertight
lid, a flow meter, fencing and wet well lining. The existing wet well and control building
foundation will be reused as they are still in good condition.
 
City staff is nearly ready to bid the project and are seeking assistance from The Dyer
Partnership to complete this project.

 

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:

The estimated cost for bidding and construction management services is $125,040. For a
budgetary cost, 15% is added as contingency for a total of $143,796.00. The funds for this
project will come from the Water Quality Improvement Fund 29, Water Quality Collection
System - Capital Projects account (29-810-530-3004). 

 

 ATTACHMENT(S):  
ATTACHM ENTS:

Descr ipt ion

Pump Station 6 Location Map
Scope and Fee
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CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL
Agenda Staff Report

MEETING DATE
July 5,  2022 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER
8.

 TO: Mayor Benetti and City Councilors  

 FROM: Jim Hossley, Public Works and Community Development Director  

 THROUGH: Rodger Craddock, City Manager  

 ISSUE: Consideration to Award Janitorial Services Contract  

 

SUMMARY:

The City has been contracting with Bay Are Enterprises (BAE) for janitorial services since
2011.  The current contract is expired and staff is seeking Council authorization to award a
new janitorial services contract to BAE.

 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:

If it pleases Council, award the four-year contract for janitorial services to Bay Area
Enterprises.

 

 

BACKGROUND:

The City currently contracts with Bay Area Enterprise (BAE) for janitorial service for city hall,
Visitor Information Center, library, water quality treatment plant offices, and the city
maintenance shops.  The current 2-year contract is expired.   BAE is a nonprofit organization,
therefore under ORS 279C.335 (1) (a) 279C.335 Competitive Bidding; Exceptions;
Exemptions. (1) All public improvement contracts shall be based upon competitive bids
except: (a) Contracts made with qualified nonprofit agencies providing employment
opportunities for individuals with disabilities under ORS 279.835.  BAE has typically provided
good service to the city.  Over the last year the quality of service had slipped, mostly due to
the challenge BAE had in retaining employees.  Over the last two months, BAE management
and staff have worked closely with city staff to improve delivery of service and accountability.
Thus, staff is recommending continuing with BAE and awarding the service contract.  

The term of the proposed contract is four years with an option to extend for one year.  BAE
shall have the option to request an amendment to increase billing rates due to increase costs
and wages every two years.  BAE services City Hall five days a week, the VIC six days per
week, the city shops three days a week, the library seven days per week, and the treatment
plants one day a week.

 

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:
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The annual cost for the expiring janitorial services contract for the six locations is
$112,521.09.  After back-and-forth negotiations between city and BAE staff, the new contract
annual cost will be $140,792.44 ($563.169.76 over the 4-year life of the contract).  Labor and
material costs have increased significantly since approval of the expiring contract.  Additional
services are $38.26/hour per person.  Emergency services are $79.09/hour per person. 

 

 ATTACHMENT(S):  
ATTACHM ENTS:

Descr ipt ion

Proposed Contract with BAE
BAE Customer Service Plan of Implementation
Monthly and Annual Cost Breakout
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2022-2026 

STANDARD FORM OF AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 

THE CITY OF COOS BAY, OREGON 
  AND  

BAY AREA ENTERPRISES, INC. 
 

 
THIS AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACTED SERVICES (the “Contract”) is made as of the ______ day 
of _______________, 2022, by and between the CITY OF COOS BAY, with offices located at 500 
Central Avenue, Coos Bay, Oregon 97420 (the “OWNER”) and BAY AREA ENTERPRISES, INC., 
a 501c3 Nonprofit Corporation, with offices located at 200 N. Ross, Coos Bay, Oregon 97420, (the 
“CONTRACTOR”) (Owner and Contractor hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Parties"). 
 

RECITALS 
 

A. Owner is a municipal corporation duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the State 
of Oregon with the power to carry on its business as it is now being conducted under the statutes 
of the State of Oregon and the City of Coos Bay Municipal Code. 
 

B. Owner desires to engage Contractor to perform janitorial services for City owned Buildings and 
Facilities (“Project”). 

 
C. Contractor is a non-profit disadvantaged business enterprise as defined by ORS 200.005 and has 

been certified by The Oregon Business Development Department, Certification Office for Business 
Inclusion and Diversity.  
 

D. Contractor is familiar with all conditions relevant to the performance of services and has committed 
to perform all work required for the prices specified in the Agreement. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed by and between the undersigned parties as follows: 
 

1. TERM 
The term of this Agreement is four (4) years and shall commence on the Effective Date and 
terminate on _____________________, unless terminated earlier as set forth herein. No services 
shall be performed prior to this Contract Execution Date.  This contract at the discretion of Owner 
has an option to extend for one (1) year. Contractor shall have the option to request an amendment 
to increase billing rates due to increase costs and wages every two years. The Contractor shall at 
all times carry on the work diligently, without delay and punctually fulfill all requirements herein.  
The passage of the contract expiration date shall not extinguish, prejudice, or limit either party's 
right to enforce this contract with respect to any default or defect in performance that has not been 
cured or the breach of any Contractor warranty. 

2. SCOPE OF WORK 
Owner and Contractor acknowledge that the above Recitals are true and correct and are hereby 
incorporated by reference. Contractor will furnish all materials, supplies, labor, equipment, tools, 
and other services necessary to provide Janitorial Services for City Hall, Visitor’s Information 
Center, Coos Bay Public Library, City Shops, Waste Water Treatment Plant 1, and Waste 
Water Treatment Plant 2 as provided in the Scopes of Work, per facility, attached hereto as 
Exhibits A - F and incorporated herein by reference (“Services” or “Work”). 

2.1 General Requirements –  
2.1.1 Contractor is responsible for ensuring all Safety Data Sheets (SDS) are read and 

followed and keep SDS notebooks updated.  

DRAFT
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2.1.2.1 An SDS notebook shall be maintained for each facility and kept at that facility 
in the janitorial closet/location where chemicals are stored. 

2.1.2 Contractor is responsible for ensuring that proper Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) is used at all times – by themselves and their employees. 

2.1.3 Janitor closets/storage locations are to be kept stocked with all required supplies and 
equipment. The janitor closets/storage locations are to be kept clean and orderly at all 
times. 

2.1.4 Contractors, employees and subcontractors must agree to abide by all lawful privacy 
and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations. 

2.1.5 Items on desks are not to be disturbed. 

2.1.6 Contractor is responsible for building security while work is performed under this 
contract. Security protocols shall be identified in the Scopes of Work per facility. 
Contractor will be responsible for all costs associated with replacing any issued keys, 
including re-keying locks if necessary. Contractor is not to allow nonemployees to 
enter the buildings. 

2.1.7 Contractor may not allow any person under the age of 18 in any building while work 
is performed under this contract. 

3. COMPENSATION 
3.1 The Contractor agrees to perform all of the Work described in the Contract Documents and 

comply with the terms therein for the total sum of $563,169.76. 
 

3.2 Contractor shall submit to Owner one invoice for each facility each month on or about the 10th 
of each month. Owner shall pay Contractor no later than thirty (30) days after receipt of 
Contractor’s invoice.  

3.3 Owner staff shall reimburse Contractor only those costs or expenses specifically approved in 
the Scope of Work and Schedule of Rates attached hereto. Unless otherwise approved, such 
costs shall be limited and include nothing more than the actual costs and/or other costs and/or 
payments specifically authorized in advance in writing and incurred by Contract in the 
performance of this Agreement. 

3.4 Contractor shall not receive any compensation for Extra Work or emergency work without the 
prior written authorization of Owner. As used herein “Extra Work” means any work that is 
determined by the Project Administrator, as defined in section 8, to be necessary for the proper 
completion of the Project, but which is not included in the Scope of Work and which Owner 
and Contractor did not reasonably anticipate would be necessary.  
 
3.4.1 If approved in writing as required in Section 3.4 above, Extra Work/Additional 

Services shall be billed at $38.26 per hour per person. 
 

3.4.2 If approved in writing as required in Section 3.4 above, Emergency Services shall be 
billed at $79.09 per hour per person. 

 
4. AMENDMENT TO ORIGINAL AGREEMENT FOR ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

4.1 If authorized in writing by Owner, Contractor shall furnish additional services pursuant to this 
Agreement, which are considered by Owner to be beyond the scope of services. Additional 
services shall be documented by a separately authorized Amendment to Original Agreement 
(Exhibit “G”) to include, the Scope of Services for Additional Work, Project Fees 
(increase/decrease), Project Schedule, Additional Deliverables, and Other Considerations.  
 
 

DRAFT
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4.2 Services provided under an Amendment to Original Contract shall be paid for by Owner as 
indicated in Article 3 of this Agreement hereof. 

 
5. LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 

In event the Contractor fails to complete the work per schedule as described in the Contract 
Documents or by the work standards submitted for janitorial services and the Owner is forced to 
hire a janitorial contractor to complete the services, Contractor shall pay for the janitorial services 
during that period.  This sum may be deducted from money due or to become due to Contractor as 
compensation under this Contract.  
 

6. CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 
1. This Agreement 
2. Contractor’s Proposals/Scopes of Work, Exhibits A through F  
3. Contractor’s Summary of Costs, Exhibit G 
4. Amendment Form, Exhibit H 
5. City’s Insurance Requirements, Exhibit I 
6. Contractor’s Certificates of Insurance, Exhibit J 
7. Contractor’s List of Employees Per Site, Exhibit K 
 

7. PROJECT MANAGER 
7.1 Contractor shall designate a Project Manager, who shall coordinate all phases of the Project. 

This Project Manager shall be available to Owner at all reasonable times during the Agreement 
term. Contractor has designated Crystal Woolridge to be its Project Manager. Contractor shall 
immediately notify Owner of any change of Project Manager. Owner has the right to object to 
a Project Manager with just cause. 

7.2 Contractor, at the sole discretion of Owner, shall remove from the Project any of its personnel 
assigned to the performance of Services upon written request of Owner. Contractor warrants it 
will continuously furnish the necessary personnel to complete the Project on a timely basis as 
contemplated by this Agreement. If Contractor removes from the Project any of its personnel 
it shall immediately notify Owner of said change. All new personnel will have to comply with 
section 25.3 prior to providing any services under this contract. 
  

8. ADMINISTRATION 
This Agreement will be administered by the Public Works Department, Operations Division. The 
Operations Administrator, or his/her designee shall be the Project Administrator and shall have the 
authority to act for Owner under this Agreement. The Project Administrator or his/her designee 
shall represent Owner in all matters pertaining to the Services to be rendered pursuant to this 
Agreement. 

9. RESPONSIBILITY FOR DAMAGES OR INJURY 
9.1 The City of Coos Bay, the Coos Bay Urban Renewal Agency, and all officers, employees 

and representatives thereof shall not be responsible in any manner for any loss or damage 
to any of the materials or other things used or employed in performing the Project or for 
injury to or death of any person as a result of Contractor's performance of the Services 
required hereunder; or for damage to property from any cause arising from the 
performance of the Project by Contractor, or its subcontractors, or its workers, or anyone 
employed by either of them.  

9.2 Contractor shall be responsible for any liability imposed by law and for injuries to or 
death of any person or damage to property resulting from defects, obstructions or 
from any cause arising from Contractor's Work on the Project, or the Work of any 
subcontractor or supplier selected by the Contractor. 
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9.3 To the fullest extent permitted by law, Contractor shall indemnify, defend and hold  
harmless the City of Coos Bay, the Coos Bay Urban Renewal Agency, its City 
Council, boards and commissions, officers, agents, volunteers, and employees 
(collectively, the "Indemnified Parties") from and against any and all claims (including, 
without limitation, claims for bodily injury, death or damage to property), demands, 
obligations, damages, actions, causes of action, suits, losses, judgments, fines, penalties, 
liabilities, costs and expenses (including, without limitation, attorney's fees, 
disbursements and court costs) of every kind and nature whatsoever (individually, a 
Claim; collectively, "Claims"), which may arise from or in any manner relate (directly 
or indirectly)  to any breach of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, any Work 
performed or Services provided under this Agreement including, without limitation, 
defects in workmanship or materials or Contractor's presence or activities conducted on 
the Project (including the negligent and/or willful acts, errors and/or omissions of 
Contractor, its principals, officers, agents, employees, vendors, suppliers, consultants, 
subcontractors, anyone employed directly or indirectly by any of them or for whose acts 
they may be liable or any or all of them). 

9.4 Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein shall be construed to require Contractor 
to indemnify the Indemnified Parties from any Claim arising from the sole negligence 
or willful misconduct of the Indemnified Parties. Nothing in this indemnity shall be 
construed as authorizing any award of attorney's fees in any action on or to enforce 
the terms of this Agreement. This indemnity shall apply to all claims and liability 
regardless of whether any insurance policies are applicable. The policy limits do not 
act as a limitation upon the amount of indemnification to be provided by the Contractor . 

9.5 Contractor shall perform all Work in a manner to minimize public inconveniences 
and possible hazard, to restore other work areas to their original condition and former 
usefulness as soon as possible, and to protect public and private property. Contractor 
shall be liable for any private or public property damaged during the performance of 
the Work by Contractor or its agents. 

9.6 To the extent authorized by law, as much of the money due Contractor under and by 
virtue of the Agreement as shall be considered necessary by Owner may be retained by 
it until disposition has been made of such suits or claims for damages as aforesaid. 

9.7 The rights and obligations set forth in this Section shall survive the termination of this 
Agreement. 

10. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR 
It is understood that Owner has retained Contractor as an independent contractor and neither 
Contractor nor its employees are to be considered employees or agents of Owner. The 
manner and means of conducting the Work are under the control of Contractor, except 
to the extent they are limited by statute, rule or regulation and the express terms of this 
Agreement. No civil service status or other right of employment shall accrue to Contractor 
or its employees. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to constitute approval for 
Contractor or any of Contractor's employees or agents, to be the agents or employees of 
the City. Contractor shall have the responsibility for and control over the means of 
performing the Work, provided that Contractor is in compliance with the terms of this 
Agreement. Anything in this Agreement that may appear to give Owner the right to direct 
Contractor as to the details of the performance of the Work or to exercise a measure of 
control over Contractor shall mean only that Contractor shall follow the desires of Owner 
with respect to the results of the Services. 
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11. SUBCONTRACTORS 
11.1 Contractor shall provide a list of all subcontractors proposed to be used on this project. The 

owner reserves the right to approve the use of all subcontractors to work on this project. A 
list of approved subcontractors shall be included as a part of this Agreement. Contractor’s 
list of approved subcontractors shall not be modified without the prior notice and 
agreement of the owner.  

11.2 Contractor shall provide in all, if any, subcontracts that a subcontractor remain certified as 
a disadvantaged business enterprise, minority-owned business, woman-owned business, 
business that is a service-disabled business veteran owns, or emerging small business under 
ORS 200.055 for the entire term of the contract.   

12. COOPERATION 
Contractor agrees to work closely and cooperate fully with Owner’s designated Project 
Administrator and any other agencies that may have jurisdiction or interest in the Work to be 
performed. Owner agrees to cooperate with the Contractor on the Project. 

13. INSURANCE 
Without limiting Contractor's indemnification of Owner, and prior to commencement of Work, 
Contractor shall obtain, provide and maintain at its own expense during the term of this 
Agreement or for other periods as specified in this Agreement, policies of insurance of the type, 
amounts, terms and conditions described in the Insurance Requirements attached hereto as Exhibit 
H, and incorporated herein by reference. 

13.1 Certificates of Insurance and Endorsements will be part of the contract/agreement and shall 
be attached hereto as Exhibit I. 

14. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNMENTS 
After the original Contract is executed, the Contractor shall not enter into any new subcontractor 
agreements for any of the work required under this Contract or assign or transfer any of its interest 
in this Contract, without the prior written consent of Owner.  The provisions of this Contract shall 
be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, and their respective successors 
and assigns. 

15. OWNERSHIP OF DOCUMENTS 
Documents related to this contract and scope of work prepared or caused to be prepared by 
Contractor, its officers, employees, agents and subcontractors, in the course of implementing this 
Agreement, shall become the exclusive property of Owner, and Owner shall have the sole right to 
use such materials in its discretion without further compensation to Contractor or any other party. 
Contractor shall, at Contractor’s expense, provide such Documents to Owner upon prior written 
request. 

16. CONFIDENTIALITY 
All Documents, including drafts, notes and communications that result from the Services in this 
Agreement, shall be kept confidential unless Owner expressly authorizes in writing the release of 
information. 

17. RECORDS 
Contractors shall keep records and invoices in connection with the Services to be performed 
under this Agreement. Contractor shall maintain complete and accurate records with respect to 
the costs incurred under this Agreement and any Services, expenditures and disbursements 
charged to Owner, for a minimum period of three (3) years, or for any longer period required by 
law, from the date of final payment to Contractor under this Agreement. All such records and 
invoices shall be clearly identifiable. Contractor shall allow a representative of Owner, the State 
of Oregon, the federal government to examine, audit and make transcripts or copies of such 
records and invoices during regular business hours. Contractor shall allow inspection of all Work, 
data, Documents, proceedings and activities related to the Agreement for a period of three (3) 
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years from the date of final payment to Contractor under this Agreement. If for any reason, this 
Contract, or any part thereof, becomes the subject of or is involved in litigation, Contractor shall 
retain all pertinent records for not less than three (3) years or until all litigation is resolved, 
whichever is longer.  Full access will be provided to Owner in preparation for and during litigation. 

18. WITHHOLDINGS 
Owner may withhold payment to Contractor of any disputed sums until satisfaction of the 
dispute with respect to such payment. Such withholding shall not be deemed to constitute a 
failure to pay according to the terms of this Agreement. Contractor shall not discontinue Work 
as a result of such withholding. Contractor shall have an immediate right to appeal to the 
City Manager or his/her designee with respect to such disputed sums. Contractor shall be 
entitled to receive interest on any withheld sums at the rate of return that Owner earned on its 
investments during the time period, from the date of withholding of any amounts found to 
have been improperly withheld. 

19. CITY’S RIGHT TO EMPLOY OTHER CONTRACTORS 
Owner reserves the right to employ other Contractors in connection with the Project.  

20. NOTICES 
20.1 All notices, demands, requests or approvals, including any change in mailing address, to be 

given under the terms of this Agreement shall be given in writing, to Owner by Contractor 
and conclusively shall be deemed served when delivered personally, or on the third business 
day after the deposit thereof in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first-class mail, 
addressed as hereinafter provided. All notices, demands, requests or approvals from 
Contractor to Owner shall be addressed to Owner at: 

Attn: Greg Hamblet, Operations Administrator 
  City of Coos Bay 
  500 Central Avenue 
  Coos Bay, OR  97420 
  Phone: (541) 269-1181 ext. 2201  

20.2 All notices, demands, requests or approvals from Owner to Contractor shall be addressed to 
contractor at: 

Attn: Crystal Woolridge 
Bay Area Enterprises 
200 N. Ross  

       Coos Bay, OR  97420 
Phone: (541) 269-9306 

21. NOTICE OF CLAIMS 
Unless a shorter time is specified elsewhere in this Agreement, before making its final request for 
payment under the Agreement, Contractor shall submit to Owner, in writing, all claims for 
compensation under or arising out of this Contractor’s acceptance of the final payment shall 
constitute a waiver of all claims for compensation under or arising out of this Agreement except 
those previously made in writing and identified by Contractor in writing as unsettled at the time of 
its final request for payment. The Contractor and Owner expressly agree that in addition to all 
claims filing requirements set forth in this Agreement, the Contractor shall be required to file any 
claim the Contractor may have against Owner in strict conformance with Oregon’s Tort Claim Act.  

22. TERMINATION 
22.1 In the event that either party fails or refuses to perform any of the provisions of this 

Agreement at the time and in the manner required, that party shall be deemed in default in 
the performance of this Agreement. If such default is not cured within a period of two (2) 
calendar days, or if more than two (2) calendar days are reasonably required to cure the 
default and the defaulting party fails to give adequate assurance of due performance within 
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two (2) calendar days after receipt of written notice of default, specifying the nature of such 
default and the steps necessary to cure such default, the non-defaulting party may terminate 
the Agreement forthwith by giving the defaulting party written notice thereof. 

22.2 Notwithstanding the above provisions, Owner shall have the right, at its sole and absolute 
discretion and without cause, of terminating this Agreement at any time by giving no less 
than thirty (30) calendar days prior written notice to Contractor. In the event of termination 
under this Section, Owner shall pay Contractor for Services satisfactorily performed and 
costs incurred up to the effective date of termination, Contractor shall deliver to Owner all 
materials purchased and Documents created in performance of this Agreement.  

23. STANDARD PROVISIONS 
23.1 Compliance with all Laws. Contractor shall at its own cost and expense comply with all 

statutes, ordinances, regulations and requirements of all governmental entities including 
federal, state, county, or municipal, whether now in force or hereinafter enacted. 

23.2 Tax Compliance. Contractor must, throughout the duration of this Contract and any extensions, 
comply with all tax laws of this state and all applicable tax laws of any political subdivision 
of this state. Any violation of this section shall constitute a material breach of this Contract. 
Further, any violation of Contractor’s warranty in this Contract that Contractor has complied 
with the tax laws of this state and the applicable tax laws of any political subdivision of this 
state also shall constitute a material breach of this Contract. Any violation shall entitle Owner 
to terminate this Contract, to pursue and recover any and all damages that arise from the breach 
and the termination of this Contract, and to pursue any or all of the remedies available under this 
Contract, at law, or in equity, including but not limited to: (A) Termination of this Contract, in 
whole or in part; (B) Exercise of the right of setoff, and withholding of amounts otherwise 
due and owing to Contractor, in an amount equal to Owner’s setoff right, without penalty; 
and (C) Initiation of an action or proceeding for damages, specific performance, declaratory 
or injunctive relief. Owner shall be entitled to recover any and all damages suffered as the 
result of Contractor’s breach of this Contract, including but not limited to direct, indirect, 
incidental and consequential damages, costs of cure, and costs incurred in securing 
replacement performance. These remedies are cumulative to the extent the remedies are not 
inconsistent, and Owner may pursue any remedy or remedies singly, collectively, 
successively, or in any order whatsoever. 

23.3 The Contractor represents and warrants that, for a period of no fewer than six calendar years 
preceding the effective date of this Contract, has faithfully complied with: (A) All tax laws 
of this state, including but not limited to ORS 305.620 and ORS chapters 316, 317, and 318; 
(B) Any tax provisions imposed by a political subdivision of this state that applied to 
Contractor, to Contractor’s property, operations, receipts, or income, or to Contractor’s 
performance of or compensation for any work performed by Contractor; (C) Any tax 
provisions imposed by a political subdivision of this state that applied to Contractor, or to 
goods, services, or property, whether tangible or intangible, provided by Contractor; and (D) 
Any rules, regulations, charter provisions, or ordinances that implemented or enforced any 
of the foregoing tax laws or provisions. 

23.4 Waiver. The terms of this Contract shall not be waived, altered, modified, supplemented, or 
amended, in any manner whatsoever, except by written instrument.  Such waiver, alteration, 
modification, supplementation, or amendment, if made, shall be effective only in the 
specific instance and for the specific purpose given, and shall be valid and binding only if 
it is signed by all parties to this Contract.  The failure of the Owner to enforce any provision 
of this contract shall not constitute a waiver by the Owner of that or any other provision.   

23.5 Merger.  This Contract, which includes all Contract Documents as defined herein, 
constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.  There are no understandings, 
agreements, or representations, oral or written, regarding this Contract, except as specified 
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or referenced herein.  Contractor, by the signature below of its authorized representative, 
hereby acknowledges that it has read this contract, understands it and agrees to be bound by 
its terms and conditions. 

23.6 Severability.   The parties agree that if any term or provision of the contract is declared by 
a court of competent jurisdiction to be illegal or in conflict with any law, the validity of the 
remaining terms and provisions shall not be affected, and the rights and obligations of the 
parties shall be construed and enforced as if the contract did not contain the particular term 
or provision held to be invalid. 

23.7 Governing Law and Venue.  This Contract shall be governed by and construed in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Oregon.  Any litigation between the Owner and the Contractor 
arising out of or related to this Contract shall be brought and maintained solely and 
exclusively in the Circuit Court of Coos County, Oregon.  Provided, if any litigation arising 
under this Contract must be brought in a federal forum, it shall be brought and maintained 
solely and exclusively in the United States District Court for the District of Oregon in 
Eugene, Oregon.  Contractor hereby consents to the personal jurisdiction of all courts within 
the State of Oregon.  Should any litigation be brought to enforce the terms of this Contract, 
the prevailing party shall be entitled to reasonable attorney fees, costs and disbursements at 
trial and upon appeal.  Should any dispute over the terms and conditions of this contract 
result in mediation or arbitration, any attorney's fees and costs incurred in such mediation 
or arbitration shall be paid by the party incurring such fees and costs. 

23.8 Conflicts or Inconsistencies. In the event there are any conflicts or inconsistencies between 
this Agreement and the Exhibits attached hereto, the terms of this Agreement shall govern. 

23.9 Effect of Contractor’s Execution. Execution of this Agreement by Contractor is a 
representation that Contractor has visited the Project Site(s), has become familiar with the 
local conditions under which the Work is to be performed, and has taken into consideration 
these factors in submitting its Project proposal and Scopes of Work. 

23.10 Equal Opportunity Employment. Contractor represents that it is an equal opportunity 
employer and it shall not discriminate against any subcontractor, employee or applicant 
for employment because of race, religion, color, national origin, handicap, ancestry, 
sex, age or any other impermissible basis under law. 

23.11 Interpretation. The terms of this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the 
meaning of the language used and shall not be construed for or against either party by 
reason of the authorship of the Agreement or any other rule of construction which 
might otherwise apply. 

24. OTHER PROVISIONS 

24.1 Contractor shall comply with all applicable provisions of ORS 279(A) and ORS 279(B).   

24.2 Contractor shall provide Owner with a list of employees identifying which facility each 
employee will provide services. Said list shall be attached to this agreement as Exhibit J 
and incorporated herein.  

24.3 All contractor’s, employees, and subcontractors must pass a criminal background check 
and be fingerprinted prior to award of contract. Any new employee hired after the award 
of the contract must pass a criminal background check and be fingerprinted prior to 
beginning work. Contractors, employees, and subcontractors must be at least 18 years old. 

24.4 Failure of Owner to enforce any provision of this Contract shall not constitute a waiver by 
the Owner of that or any other provision. 

24.5 Contractor ensures its Oregon Property Services Contractor License is up to date and shall 
provide a copy of said license to Owner upon execution of this contract. 
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24.6 Contractor ensures its City of Coos Bay business license is up to date: City of Coos Bay 
Business License No. 8427. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, City and Contractor have signed this Agreement: 
 
This Agreement will be effective on                                     (which is the Effective Date of the Contract). 

OWNER:  CONTRACTOR: 

City of Coos Bay   

By:   By:  

Title:   Title:  

Attest:   Attest:  

Title:   Title:  
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EXHIBIT A 
SCOPE OF WORK 

CITY HALL  
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Coos Bay City Hall (CBCH) Checklist

M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F

M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F

M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F

M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F

    ·  Sweep and mop Police stairwell and disinfect handrail

    ·  Dust all ledges, fixtures and pictures

    ·  Dust all ledges and fixtures

Hallway
Daily:
    ·  Vacuum hallways and elevator

                ·    Include Police stairwell
    ·  Sanitize elevator cab and door

    ·  Vacuum edges and all carpet

Always wear gloves.  Always wear safety glasses when working with chemicals.  Always follow BAE policies and procedures.

    ·  Cabinetry

    ·  Vending machines
    ·  Tables and chairs

Regular Cleaning 

    ·  Countertops

Kitchen/Breakroom Tasks 

    ·  Sanitize 
    ·  Trash cans as needed
    ·  Sinks

Daily:

Prior to 5:00pm Clean: City Managers office, Fianance Office, and Records office as needed. All other spaces are done 5 days per 
week.

    ·  Empty and reline trash

    ·  Exterior of appliances
    ·  Vacuum floors
    ·  Sweep and mop floors

    ·  Vacuum mats

    ·  Dust corners and ledges

Weekly:
    ·  Remove cobwebs from windows and high ceilings

    ·  Clean Vents

Restroom Tasks (Public & Employee)

Weekly:
    ·  Wipe  Walls

Daily:
    ·  Clean and disenfect all fixtures & surrounding areas
    ·  Empty wastebaskets, change liners as needed
    ·  Stock all dispensers

    ·  Vacuum and edge all carpet

    ·  Restock paper towels

    ·  Sweep and mop floors

Weekly:
    ·  Remove cobwebs from windows and high ceilings

    ·  Vacuum and edge all carpet

    ·  Disenfect drinking fountains

Lobby
Daily:
    ·  Spot clean glass
    ·  Sweep and mop floors

    ·  Sanitize counter tops
    ·  Spot clean walls

Weekly:
    ·  Remove cobwebs from windows and high ceilings

Coos Bay City Hall Scope of Work 05.03.2022
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Coos Bay City Hall (CBCH) Checklist

M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F

M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F

M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F

Weekly: (on Monday)
    ·  Clean plexiglass dividers

    ·  Wipe down tabletops
    ·  Dust chairs and pictures

    ·  Report vandalism and non-working fixtures

Periodic Maintenance

Council Chamber & Conference Rooms

Clean as needed:

    ·  Empty and reline trash

Weekly:

Daily:
Offices

Weekly:
    ·  Remove cobwebs from windows and entrance area

    ·  Dust ALL desks, countertops, and office furniture

Daily:

    ·  Dust ALL desks, countertops, and office furniture
    ·  Sweep and mop exterior entrance tile (2x per week)

Exterior

    ·  Remove cobwebs from windows and high ceilings
    ·  Dust window sills
    ·  Vacuum and edge all carpet

    ·  Vacuum
    ·  Empty and reline trash

    ·  Remove cobwebs from windows and high ceilings

    ·  Vacuum

Always wear gloves.  Always wear safety glasses when working with chemicals.  Always follow BAE policies and procedures.

Prior to 5:00pm Clean: City Managers office, Fianance Office, and Records office as needed. All other spaces are done 5 days per 
week.

Regular Cleaning 

    ·  Empty and reline trash

    ·  Remove litter from entrance and dumpster area

As Needed
Hard Floor Surfaces:

    ·  All hard floors will be cared for according to manufacturer's specifications

Bi-Annually - March (High), September (All)

Done By Mobile Crew Staff Members

Quarterly - January, April, July, October
Windows:
    ·  Clean interior and exterior of all windows 
Carpet Cleaning:
    ·  Clean high traffic carpets
    ·  Clean all carpets

Coos Bay City Hall Scope of Work 05.03.2022
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Coos Bay City Hall (CBCH) Checklist

Jobsite: 500 Central Ave, Coos Bay, OR

Site Access:
1)      

2)      

3)      

4)      

Entrance Procedure:
1)      

2)      

3)      

4)      

Exit Procedure:
1)      When cleaning is completed, the janitors place full garbage's bags outside the door on the cement.

2)      Janitors go back to the janitorial closet and return the site keys to the closet for the next shift. 

3)       Janitors sign out of the communication log and close doors as they exit.

a.       Supply closet first,

b.      Then female restroom door. 

c.       Janitors then exit the outer door and ensure it closes behind them giving it a tug. 

4)      The garbage is then taken downstairs and to the dumpster. 

5)      Crew leaves jobsite.

All BAE team members get a standard background clearance when hired.  Backgrounds are rechecked every two 
years.

If cleaning Coos Bay PD and additional CJIS background is completed by the PD directly before access is granted to 
jobsite.

Access codes are given only to crew assigned to building.

General process - BAE uses a key check out and check in log system when keys and/or codes are given to a janitor to 
access a jobsite.

Start of shift BAE janitors enter the facility through the elevator or back stairs on the Dairy Queen side. 

Both access points require a code to be entered to gain access. Janitorial crew has an access code that was provided 
by the city for BAE staff to use to enter the building. 

Once in the building, the janitors go to the janitorial closet which is located in the female restrooms by the back 
door. 

Janitors fill out the communication log, get site keys and supplies, and get to work. 

Jobsite Entrance & Exit Procedure

Coos Bay City Hall Scope of Work 05.03.2022
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EXHIBIT B 
SCOPE OF WORK 

VISITOR’S INFORMATION CENTER  
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EXHIBIT C 
SCOPE OF WORK 

COOS BAY PUBLIC LIBRARY  
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 EXHIBIT D 
SCOPE OF WORK 

CITY SHOPS 
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EXHIBIT E 
SCOPE OF WORK 

WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANT 1  
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EXHIBIT F 
SCOPE OF WORK 

WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANT 2  
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EXIHIBIT G 
CONTRACTOR’S SUMMARY OF COSTS 
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EXHIBIT H 
AMENDMENT FORM 

AMENDMENT TO STANDARD FORM OF AGREEMENT 
AMENDMENT NO. ________ 

BAY AREA ENTERPRISES, INC., a 501c3 Nonprofit Corporation, (herein after (“Contractor”) agrees 
to perform and complete the following work (hereinafter “Work”) for CITY OF COOS BAY (hereinafter 
“Owner”), in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Standard Form of Agreement, dated 
__________________________, 2022, for janitorial services, all of which terms and conditions are 
incorporated herein by reference. 

Original Contract Amount: $  
Net Amount Previous Amendment No(s): ___           $     
Total Original Contract Net Amendments: $  
Total Amount Amendment No(s).:        $     

   Total Contract Amount Net Amendments   $  

Part ‘A’ – Scope of Services for Additional Work and Fees: 

(Contractor shall attach a Scope of Services for Additional Work, which will become a part of the above 
referenced Agreement) 

The foregoing Agreement Summary is for reference only and does not alter the terms of the Agreement. 

Owner and Contractor hereby agree to modify the above-referenced Agreement as set forth in this 
Amendment. All provisions of the Agreement not modified by this or previous amendments remain in 
effect. 

This Amendment will be effective on ______________________. 

OWNER: CONTRACTOR: 

City of Coos Bay 

By: By: 

Title: Title: 

Attest: Attest: 

Title: Title: 
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EXHIBIT I 
 

City of Coos Bay 
Insurance Requirements 

 

ARTICLE 1 – INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Any company or individual performing work for the City of Coos Bay (hereinafter “the City”) shall 
be required to provide proof of insurance to the City per applicable insurance level.  
 

1. General Liability shall be a “per occurrence” form and must cover the time for which the 
work/event/contract is being performed/held.  

2. Proof of Insurance of not less than the amount required is to be provided.  Limits shown in the 
requirements are a minimum per occurrence limit. 

3. If the City is required to use Federal or State insurance policy limits, or is subject to the Federal 
or State tort claim limits, the limits required through this statement shall be superseded by 
such limits.  

4. If a claim occurs where the amount of the claim exceeds the insurance policy limits required 
by this directive, the company or individual performing work/hosting event assumes full 
responsibility for the payment of such claim. 

5. Waivers of the policy limits or provisions in this policy must be approved by the City Manager, 
City Attorney and the City Risk Manager of Record.  Insurance policy limits may also be 
required to be higher based upon the City’s review of the specific application for which 
insurance is required. 

6. Tail Coverage:  If any of the required liability insurance is on a “claims made” basis, recipient 
shall maintain either “tail” coverage or continuous “claims made” liability coverage, provided 
the effective date of the continuous “claims made” coverage is on or before the effective 
date of the Contract/Agreement, for a minimum of 24-months following the later of: 
(1) Recipient’s completion of all services and the City’s acceptance of all services required 

under the Contract/Agreement, or 
(2) The expiration of all warranty periods provided under the Contract/Agreement. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing 24-month requirement, if recipient elects to maintain “tail” 
coverage and the maximum time period “tail” coverage is reasonably available in the 
marketplace is less than the 24-month period described above, recipient shall maintain 
“tail” coverage for the maximum time period “tail” coverage is reasonably available in the 
marketplace for the coverage required. 

7. Definitions: 

 Commercial General Liability:  To cover bodily injury, death, and property damage.  This 
insurance shall include contractual liability coverage for the indemnity provided under those 
listed in the Agreement/Contract, personal and advertising injury liability, products liability and 
completed operations liability.  Coverage may be written in combination with Automobile 
Liability Insurance (with separate limits.) 

 Professional Liability: To cover error, omission or negligent acts related to the professional 
services to be provided under the Agreement/Contract. 

 Automobile Liability: To cover each accident for bodily injury and property damage, 
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including coverage for owned, hired, no-owned, leased, or rented vehicles as applicable.  This 
coverage may be written in combination with the Commercial General Liability Insurance (with 
separate limits.) 

 Builders Risk: To cover structures being built, temporary structures at the building site, and 
building materials not yet having become part of the building.  The building materials are 
covered while on the insured location, in transit, or in storage at another location. 

 Installation Floater: To cover materials, equipment, and personal property while in transit, 
installation, and until coverage terminates according to the terms of the floater.  This coverage 
can cover the property of others in the contractor’s care, custody or control that is often 
excluded under the contractor’s general liability coverage. 

 Umbrella Liability: To cover excess liability over several of the insured’s primary liability 
policies.  An excess liability policy may be what is called a following form policy, which means 
it is subject to the same terms as the underlying policies; it may be a self-contained policy, 
which means it is subject to its own terms only; or it may be a combination of these two types 
of excess policies. 

 Umbrella policies provide three function: 
(1) To provide additional limits above the each occurrence limit of the insured’s primary 

policies;  
(2) To take the place of primary insurance when primary aggregate limits are reduced or 

exhausted; and  
(3) To provide broader coverage for some claims that would not be covered by the 

insured’s primary insurance policies, which would be subject to the policy retention. 

Most umbrella liability policies contain one comprehensive insuring agreement.  The 
agreement usually states it will pay the ultimate net loss, which is the total amount in 
excess of the primary limit for which the insured becomes legally obligated to pay for 
damages of bodily injury, property damage, personal injury, and advertising injury. 

 
Level 4 Insurance Requirements: Professional Services contracts/agreements over $50,000: 
 

Commercial General Liability Per occurrence  $ 1,000,000 
Professional Errors and Omissions liability (Per 
occurrence) 

$ 2,000,000 

Workers’ Compensation                 Statutory Limit 
Applicable Federal (e.g., Longshoremen’s)                 Statutory Limit 
Employer’s Liability $ 500,000 

Umbrella/Excess Insurance  Per occurrence $ 2,000,000 
Automobile Liability  Per occurrence  $1,000,000  

 
IMPORTANT:  If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(s) 
must be endorsed.   If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and 
conditions of the policy certain policies may require an endorsement. **A 
statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate 
holder in lieu of such endorsement. 

8. Should the Umbrella/Excess Insurance coverage combined with Commercial General Liability 
coverage not equal or exceed the minimum combined coverage shown, coverage must be 
increased to equal or exceed the minimum total coverage limits shown. 
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 If there is no Umbrella/Excess Insurance coverage, then the Commercial General Liability, 
Employers Liability, and Automobile Liability limits must be increased to equal or exceed the 
minimum total coverage limits shown. 

9. (If applicable) Contractor will purchase and maintain property insurance for the entire work at 
the site on a replacement cost basis. 

 Contractor shall obtain, at Contractor’s expense, and keep in effect until final acceptance of 
the work performed under this contract, an Installation Floater or equivalent property coverage 
for materials, equipment, supplies, and tools to be used for completion of the work performed 
under this contract. 

 The Installation Floater shall include coverage for testing, if applicable. 
 The minimum amount of coverage to be carried shall be equal to the full amount of this 

contract. 
 The Contractor will be responsible for any applicable deductibles. 
10. The Certificate of Insurance and Endorsement(s) will be a part of the contract/agreement and 

shall be provided to the City with endorsement(s) indicating that the Commercial General 
Liability insurance coverage is in effect which shall be primary and non-contributory with 
any insurance maintained by the City.  

 For construction contracts, a per project aggregate (form CG 25 03 05 09 or equivalent) shall 
also be required. 

 In all situations, the City of Coos Bay and the Coos Bay Urban Renewal, their officers, 
employees and agents shall be included as additional insureds under the Commercial 
General Liability, Automobile Liability, and Umbrella Liability policies as applicable. 

 As applicable, a Waiver of Subrogation under the worker’ compensation and commercial 
general liability policies shall also be provided and include the City of Coos Bay, the Coos 
Bay Urban Renewal Agency and the State of Oregon, their officers, employees and 
agents as additional insureds. 

 Copies of such endorsements or coverage enhancements shall be attached to the 
certificate(s) provided to the City and will become a part of the Contract/Agreement. 

 Insurance Coverage provider must be underwritten by an insurance company deemed 
acceptable by the City.  The City reserves the right to reject all or any insurance carrier(s) with 
an unacceptable financial rating. 
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EXHIBIT J 
CONTRACTOR’S CERTIFICATES OF 

INSURANCE 
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4/29/2022

Nasburg Huggins Insurance
375 S Fourth St
PO Box 1200
Coos Bay OR 97420

Tina Eck
(541)267-3165 (541)267-5296

tina-eck@leavitt.com

Bay Area Enterprises, Inc.
Attention: Administrator
PO Box 1376
Coos Bay OR 97420

Philadelphia Insurance Company R18687
SAIF Corporation 36196

22/23 GL/BA/WC/UMBD&O

A

X

X
X Physical Abuse& Molestation

X

X PHPK2398834 5/18/2022 5/18/2023

1,000,000

100,000

10,000

1,000,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

Human Services Org. Professional Liability 1,000,000

A
X

X PHPK2398834 5/18/2022 5/18/2023

1,000,000

A

x

X 10,000 PHUB809642 5/18/2022 5/18/2023

3,000,000

3,000,000

B 454590 1/1/2022 1/1/2023

x

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

A Directors & Officers PHSD1710418 5/18/2022 5/18/2023 Each Policy Period 1,000,000

A Professional Liability PHPD2398834 5/18/22 5/18/23 Occurrene $1,000,000 Agg $2,000,000

The certificate holder is additional insured as respects to the liability arising out of the janitorial
work performed by the named insured per attached CG2026 0413. Waiver of subrogation is provided per
attached PI-GLD-HS 10/11

City of Coos Bay
Public Works Administrator
500 Central Ave
Coos Bay, OR  97420

kburnette@coosbay.org

Tina Eck/TIECK

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

© 1988-2014 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
ACORD 25 (2014/01)

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

CANCELLATION

DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

LOCJECT
PRO-

POLICY

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:

OCCURCLAIMS-MADE

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

PREMISES (Ea occurrence) $
DAMAGE TO RENTED
EACH OCCURRENCE $

MED EXP (Any one person) $

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY $

GENERAL AGGREGATE $

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG $

$RETENTIONDED

CLAIMS-MADE

OCCUR

$

AGGREGATE $

EACH OCCURRENCE $UMBRELLA LIAB

EXCESS LIAB

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES  (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

INSR
LTR TYPE OF INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER

POLICY EFF
(MM/DD/YYYY)

POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) LIMITS

PER
STATUTE

OTH-
ER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

$

$

$

ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE

If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

(Mandatory in NH)
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?

WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY Y / N

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

ANY AUTO
ALL OWNED SCHEDULED

HIRED AUTOS
NON-OWNED

AUTOS AUTOS

AUTOS

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT

BODILY INJURY (Per person)

BODILY INJURY (Per accident)
PROPERTY DAMAGE $

$

$

$

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED.  NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

INSD
ADDL

WVD
SUBR

N / A

$

$

(Ea accident)

(Per accident)

OTHER:

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW.  THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT:  If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed.  If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement.  A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the
certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER:

INSURED

PHONE
(A/C, No, Ext):

PRODUCER

ADDRESS:
E-MAIL

FAX
(A/C, No):

CONTACT
NAME:

NAIC #

INSURER A :

INSURER B :

INSURER C :

INSURER D :

INSURER E :

INSURER F :

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

INS025  (201401)
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POLICY NUMBER: COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
 CG 20 26 04 13
 

THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY.  PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY. 
 

CG 20 26 04 13 © Insurance Services Office, Inc., 2012 Page    of 
 

ADDITIONAL INSURED – DESIGNATED  
PERSON OR ORGANIZATION  

 
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following: 

 
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE PART 

 
SCHEDULE 

 

Name Of Additional Insured Person(s) Or Organization(s): 

 

Information required to complete this Schedule, if not shown above, will be shown in the Declarations.

 

A. Section II – Who Is An Insured is amended to 
include as an additional insured the person(s) or 
organization(s) shown in the Schedule, but only 
with respect to liability for "bodily injury", "property 
damage" or "personal and advertising injury" 
caused, in whole or in part, by your acts or 
omissions or the acts or omissions of those acting 
on your behalf: 

 1. In the performance of your ongoing operations; 
or  

 2. In connection with your premises owned by or 
rented to you.  

However:  

 1. The insurance afforded to such additional 
insured only applies to the extent permitted by 
law; and 

 2. If coverage provided to the additional insured is 
required by a contract or agreement, the 
insurance afforded to such additional insured 
will not be broader than that which you are 
required by the contract or agreement to 
provide for such additional insured. 

B. With respect to the insurance afforded to these 
additional insureds, the following is added to 
Section III – Limits Of Insurance:  

If coverage provided to the additional insured is 
required by a contract or agreement, the most we 
will pay on behalf of the additional insured is the 
amount of insurance: 

 1. Required by the contract or agreement; or  

 2. Available under the applicable Limits of 
Insurance shown in the Declarations;  

whichever is less.  

This endorsement shall not increase the 
applicable Limits of Insurance shown in the 
Declarations. 

PHPK2398834

Administrator

1 15
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  PI-GLD-HS (10/11) 

 
Page 1 of 12 

Includes copyrighted material of Insurance Services Office, Inc., with its permission. 
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 THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY.  PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY. 
 

GENERAL LIABILITY DELUXE ENDORSEMENT: 
HUMAN SERVICES  

 
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following: 
 
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE 
 
It is understood and agreed that the following extensions only apply in the event that no other specific coverage for 
the indicated loss exposure is provided under this policy.  If such specific coverage applies, the terms, conditions and 
limits of that coverage are the sole and exclusive coverage applicable under this policy, unless otherwise noted on 
this endorsement.   The following is a summary of the Limits of Insurance and additional coverages provided by this 
endorsement.  For complete details on specific coverages, consult the policy contract wording.         
 

Coverage Applicable Limit of Insurance Page # 

Extended Property Damage  Included 2 

Limited Rental Lease Agreement Contractual Liability $50,000 limit 2 

Non-Owned Watercraft Less than 58 feet 2 

Damage to Property You Own, Rent, or Occupy $30,000 limit 2 

Damage to Premises Rented to You $1,000,000 3 

HIPAA Clarification 4 

Medical Payments $20,000 5 

Medical Payments – Extended Reporting Period 3 years 5 

Athletic Activities Amended 5 

Supplementary Payments – Bail Bonds $5,000 5 

Supplementary Payment – Loss of Earnings $1,000 per day 5 

Employee Indemnification Defense Coverage  $25,000 5 

Key and Lock Replacement – Janitorial Services Client Coverage $10,000 limit 6 

Additional Insured – Newly Acquired Time Period Amended 6 

Additional Insured – Medical Directors and Administrators Included 7 

Additional Insured – Managers and Supervisors (with Fellow     
Employee Coverage) 

Included 7 

Additional Insured – Broadened Named Insured  Included 7 

Additional Insured – Funding Source Included 7 

Additional Insured – Home Care Providers  Included 7 

Additional Insured – Managers, Landlords, or Lessors of Premises Included 7 

Additional Insured – Lessor of Leased Equipment  Included 7 

Additional Insured – Grantor of Permits Included 8 

Additional Insured – Vendor Included 8 

Additional Insured – Franchisor Included 9 

Additional Insured – When Required by Contract Included 9 

Additional Insured – Owners, Lessees, or Contractors Included 9 

Additional Insured – State or Political Subdivisions Included 10 
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Duties in the Event of Occurrence, Claim or Suit Included 10 

Unintentional Failure to Disclose Hazards Included 10 

Transfer of Rights of Recovery Against Others To Us Clarification 10 

Liberalization Included 11 

Bodily Injury – includes Mental Anguish Included 11 

Personal and Advertising Injury – includes Abuse of Process, 
Discrimination  

Included 11 

  
 
A.  Extended Property Damage  
 
 SECTION I – COVERAGES, COVERAGE A BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE 
 LIABILITY, Subsection 2. Exclusions, Paragraph a. is deleted in its entirety and replaced by the 
 following:  
 
  a. Expected or Intended Injury 
 
   “Bodily injury” or property damage” expected or intended from the standpoint of the insured.  
   This exclusion does not apply to “bodily injury” or “property damage” resulting from the use of 
   reasonable force to protect persons or property.   
 
B. Limited Rental Lease Agreement Contractual Liability  
 
 SECTION I – COVERAGES, COVERAGE A. BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE 
 LIABILITY, Subsection 2. Exclusions, Paragraph b. Contractual Liability is amended to include the 
 following:  

 
   (3)  Based on the named insured’s request at the time of claim, we agree to indemnify the  
    named insured for their liability assumed in a contract or agreement regarding the rental 
    or lease of a premises on behalf of their client, up to $50,000.  This coverage extension  
    only applies to rental lease agreements.   This coverage is excess over any renter’s   
    liability insurance of the client. 
 
C. Non-Owned Watercraft 
 
 SECTION I – COVERAGES, COVERAGE A BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE 
 LIABILITY, Subsection 2. Exclusions, Paragraph g. (2) is deleted in its entirety and replaced by the 
 following: 
   
   (2) A watercraft you do not own that is: 
 
    (a) Less than 58 feet long; and 
 
    (b) Not being used to carry persons or property for a charge;  
 
   This provision applies to any person, who with your consent, either uses or is responsible for 
   the use of a watercraft.  This insurance is excess over any other valid and collectible    
   insurance available to the insured whether primary, excess or contingent.   
 
D. Damage to Property You Own, Rent or Occupy 
  
 SECTION I – COVERAGES, COVERAGE A BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE 
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  LIABILITY, Subsection 2. Exclusions, Paragraph j. Damage to Property, Item (1) is deleted in its 
 entirety and replaced with the following: 

 
   (1) Property you own, rent, or occupy, including any costs or expenses incurred by you, or  
    any other person, organization or entity, for repair, replacement, enhancement,    
    restoration or maintenance of such property for any reason, including prevention of injury 
    to a person or damage to another’s property, unless the damage to property is caused by 
    your client, up to a $30,000 limit.    A client is defined as a person under your direct care 
    and supervision.  
 
E.   Damage to Premises Rented to You 

 
 1. If damage by fire to premises rented to you is not otherwise excluded from this Coverage Part,  
  the word “fire” is changed to “fire, lightning, explosion, smoke, or leakage from automatic fire  
  protective systems” where it appears in: 
 
  a. The last paragraph of SECTION I – COVERAGES, COVERAGE A BODILY INJURY AND  
   PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY, Subsection 2. Exclusions; is deleted in its entirety and  
   replaced by the following: 

 
  Exclusions c. through n. do not apply to damage by fire, lightning, explosion, smoke, or  
  leakage from automatic fire protective systems to premises while rented to you or   
  temporarily occupied by you with permission of the owner. A separate limit of insurance  
  applies to this coverage as described in SECTION III – LIMITS OF INSURANCE. 
 
  b. SECTION III – LIMITS OF INSURANCE, Paragraph 6. is deleted in its entirety and replaced 
   by the following: 

 
    Subject to Paragraph 5. above, the Damage To Premises Rented To You Limit is the  
    most we will pay under Coverage A for damages because of "property damage" to any  
    one premises, while rented to you, or in the case of damage by fire, lightning, explosion, 
    smoke, or leakage from automatic fire protective systems while rented to you or    
    temporarily occupied by you with permission of the owner. 
 
  c. SECTION V – DEFINITIONS, Paragraph 9.a., is deleted in its entirety and replaced by the  
   following: 

 
     A contract for a lease of premises. However, that portion of the contract for a lease of  
     premises that indemnifies any person or organization for damage by fire, lightning,   
     explosion, smoke, or leakage from automatic fire protective systems to premises while  
     rented to you or temporarily occupied by you with permission of the owner is not an   
     "insured contract"; 
 
 2.  SECTION IV – COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY CONDITIONS, Subsection 4. Other   
  Insurance, Paragraph b. Excess Insurance, (1) (a) (ii) is deleted in its entirety and replaced by 
  the following: 

 
That is insurance for fire, lightning, explosion, smoke, or leakage from automatic fire 
protective systems for premises rented to you or temporarily occupied by you with permission 
of the owner; 

 
 3. The Damage To Premises Rented To You Limit section of the Declarations is amended to the          
  greater of: 
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  a. $1,000,000; or 
 
  b.   The amount shown in the Declarations as the Damage to Premises Rented to You Limit. 
 
  This is the most we will pay for all damage proximately caused by the same event, whether such 
  damage results from fire, lightning, explosion, smoke, or leaks from automatic fire protective   
  systems or any combination thereof. 
 
F. HIPAA 
 
 SECTION I – COVERAGES, COVERAGE B PERSONAL AND ADVERTISING INJURY LIABILITY, 
 is  amended as follows:  

 
 1.  Paragraph 1. Insuring Agreement is amended to include the following: 

We will pay those sums that the insured becomes legally obligated to pay as damages because 
  of a “violation(s)” of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).  We have  
  the right and the duty to defend the insured against any “suit,” “investigation,” or “civil proceeding” 
  seeking these damages.   However, we will have no duty to defend the insured against any “suit” 
  seeking damages, “investigation,” or “civil proceeding” to which this insurance does not apply. 
 
 2.  Paragraph 2. Exclusions is amended to include the following additional exclusions: 
 
  This insurance does not apply to: 
 
  a. Intentional, Willful, or Deliberate Violations 
 

 Any willful, intentional, or deliberate “violation(s)” by any insured. 
 
b. Criminal Acts 
  
 Any “violation” which results in any criminal penalties under the HIPAA. 
 
c. Other Remedies 
 
 Any remedy other than monetary damages for penalties assessed. 
 
d. Compliance Reviews or Audits 
 
 Any compliance reviews by the Department of Health and Human Services. 

 
 3. SECTION V – DEFINITIONS is amended to include the following additional definitions: 
 
  a. “Civil proceeding” means an action by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 
   arising out of “violations.” 
 
  b. “Investigation” means an examination of an actual or alleged “violation(s)” by HHS.  However, 
   “investigation” does not include a Compliance Review. 
 
  c. “Violation” means the actual or alleged failure to comply with the regulations included in the  
   HIPAA. 
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G.  Medical Payments – Limit Increased to $20,000, Extended Reporting Period 
  
  If COVERAGE C MEDICAL PAYMENTS is not otherwise excluded from this Coverage Part:  
 
 1. The Medical Expense Limit is changed subject to all of the terms of SECTION III - LIMITS OF  
  INSURANCE to the greater of: 
 
  a. $20,000; or  
  b. The Medical Expense Limit shown in the Declarations of this Coverage Part. 

 
 2.   SECTION I – COVERAGE, COVERAGE C MEDICAL PAYMENTS, Subsection 1. Insuring      
       Agreement, a. (3) (b) is deleted in its entirety and replaced by the following:  

 
     (b)   The expenses are incurred and reported to us within three years of the date of the  
     accident.  
 
H.  Athletic Activities 
 
 SECTION I – COVERAGES, COVERAGE C MEDICAL PAYMENTS, Subsection 2. Exclusions, 
 Paragraph e. Athletic Activities is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following: 
  
 e.   Athletic Activities 
 
  To a person injured while taking part in athletics. 
 
I.   Supplementary Payments 
 
 SECTION I – COVERAGES, SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS - COVERAGE A AND B are 
 amended as follows: 
 
 1. b. is deleted in its entirety and replaced by the following:           
       
 1.  b.   Up to $5000 for cost of bail bonds required because of accidents or traffic law violations   
   arising out of the use of any vehicle to which the Bodily Injury Liability Coverage applies. We 
   do not have to furnish these. 
 
 1.d. is deleted in its entirety and replaced by the following: 
 
 1. d.  All reasonable expenses incurred by the insured at our request to assist us in the     
   investigation or defense of the claim or "suit", including actual loss of earnings up to $1,000 a 
   day because of time off from work.   
 
J. Employee Indemnification Defense Coverage 
 
 SECTION I – COVERAGES, SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS – COVERAGES A AND B the 
 following is added: 
 
  We will pay, on your behalf, defense costs incurred by an “employee” in a criminal proceeding  
  occurring in the course of employment.   
 
  The most we will pay for any “employee” who is alleged to be directly involved in a criminal   
  proceeding is $25,000 regardless of the numbers of “employees,” claims or “suits” brought or  
  persons or organizations making claims or bringing “suits.  
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K.  Key and Lock Replacement – Janitorial Services Client Coverage 
 
 SECTION I – COVERAGES, SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS – COVERAGES A AND B is 
 amended to include the following:  
 
  We will pay for the cost to replace keys and locks at the “clients” premises due to theft or other  
  loss to keys entrusted to you by your “client,” up to a $10,000 limit per occurrence and $10,000  
  policy aggregate. 
 
  We will not pay for loss or damage resulting from theft or any other dishonest or criminal act that 
  you or any of your partners, members, officers, “employees”, “managers”, directors, trustees,  
  authorized representatives or any one to whom you entrust the keys of a “client” for any    
  purpose commit, whether acting alone or in collusion with other persons.   
 
  The following, when used on this coverage, are defined as follows: 

 
  a.   "Client" means an individual, company or organization with whom you have a written contract 
    or work order for your services for a described premises and have billed for your services. 
 
  b. "Employee" means:   
 
   (1) Any natural person: 
 
    (a)  While in your service or for 30 days after termination of service; 
 
    (b)  Who you compensate directly by salary, wages or commissions; and 
 
    (c)  Who you have the right to direct and control while performing services for you; or 
 
   (2) Any natural person who is furnished temporarily to you: 
 
    (a) To substitute for a permanent "employee" as defined in Paragraph (1) above, who is 
     on leave; or 
 
    (b) To meet seasonal or short-term workload conditions;  
 
    while that person is subject to your direction and control and performing services for you. 
 
   (3) "Employee" does not mean: 
 
    (a) Any agent, broker, person leased to you by a labor leasing firm, factor, commission  
     merchant, consignee, independent contractor or representative of the same general 
     character; or 
 
    (b)  Any "manager," director or trustee except while performing acts coming within the  
     scope of the usual duties of an "employee." 

 
  c.  "Manager" means a person serving in a directorial capacity for a limited liability company. 
 
L.   Additional Insureds 

 
 SECTION II – WHO IS AN INSURED is amended as follows: 
 
 1.   If coverage for newly acquired or formed organizations is not otherwise excluded from this   
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  Coverage Part, Paragraph 3.a. is deleted in its entirely and replaced by the following: 
 

  a.   Coverage under this provision is afforded until the end of the policy period. 
  

 2. Each of the following is also an insured: 
 
  a. Medical Directors and Administrators – Your medical directors and administrators, but  
   only while acting within the scope of and during the course of their duties as such.  Such  
   duties do not include the furnishing or failure to furnish professional services of any physician 
   or psychiatrist in the treatment of a patient.  

 
  b.  Managers and Supervisors – Your managers and supervisors are also insureds, but   
   only with respect to their duties as your managers and supervisors. Managers and    
   supervisors who are your “employees” are also insureds for “bodily injury” to a co-    
   “employee” while in the course of his or her employment by you or performing duties    
   related to the conduct of your business.  

 
   This provision does not change Item 2.a.(1)(a) as it applies to managers of a limited    
   liability company.  
 
  c. Broadened Named Insured – Any organization and subsidiary thereof which you control and 
   actively manage on the effective date of this Coverage Part.   However, coverage does not  
   apply to any organization or subsidiary not named in the Declarations as Named Insured, if  
   they are also insured under another similar policy, but for its termination or the exhaustion of 
   its limits of insurance.  
 
  d. Funding Source – Any person or organization with respect to their liability arising out of: 
 
   (1)  Their financial control of you; or 
 
   (2)  Premises they own, maintain or control while you lease or occupy these premises.   
 
   This insurance does not apply to structural alterations, new construction and demolition   
   operations performed by or for that person or organization.  
 
  e. Home Care Providers – At the first Named Insured's option, any person or organization  
   under your direct supervision and control while providing for you private home respite or   
   foster home care for the developmentally disabled.   
 
  f. Managers, Landlords, or Lessors of Premises – Any person or organization with respect  
   to their liability arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of that part of the premises  
   leased or rented to you subject to the following additional exclusions: 
 
   This insurance does not apply to: 
 
   (1)   Any “occurrence” which takes place after you cease to be a tenant in that premises; or 
 
   (2)   Structural alterations, new construction or demolition operations performed by or on  
     behalf of  that person or organization.   
 
  g. Lessor of Leased Equipment – Automatic Status When Required in Lease Agreement  
   With You – Any person or organization from whom you lease equipment when you and such 
   person or organization have agreed in writing in a contract or agreement that such person or 
   organization  is to be added as an additional insured on your policy.  Such person or    
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   organization is an insured only with respect to liability for “bodily injury,” “property damage” or 
   “personal and advertising injury” caused, in whole or in part, by your maintenance, operation 
   or use of equipment leased to you by such person or organization.    
 
   A person’s or organization’s status as an additional insured under this endorsement ends  
   when their contract or agreement with you for such leased equipment ends. 
 
   With respect to the insurance afforded to these additional insureds, this insurance does not  
   apply to any “occurrence” which takes place after the equipment lease expires.  
 
  h. Grantors of Permits – Any state or political subdivision granting you a permit in connection 
   with your premises subject to the following additional provision: 
 
   (1) This insurance applies only with respect to the following hazards for which the state or  
    political subdivision has issued a permit in connection with the premises you own, rent or 
    control and to which this insurance applies: 

 
    (a) The existence, maintenance, repair, construction, erection, or removal of advertising 
     signs, awnings, canopies, cellar entrances, coal holes, driveways, manholes,   
     marquees, hoist away openings, sidewalk vaults, street banners or decorations and 
     similar  exposures;  
 
    (b) The construction, erection, or removal of elevators; or  
 
    (c)  The ownership, maintenance, or use of any elevators covered by this insurance. 
 
  i. Vendors – Only with respect to “bodily injury” or “property damage” arising out of “your   
   products”  which are distributed or sold in the regular course of the vendor's business, subject 

   to the following additional exclusions

(1) The insurance afforded the vendor does not apply to:  
 
    (a) "Bodily injury" or "property damage" for which the vendor is obligated to pay    
     damages by reason of the assumption of liability in a contract or agreement. This  
     exclusion does not apply to liability for damages that the vendor would have in the  
     absence of the contract or agreement;  
 
    (b) Any express warranty unauthorized by you; 

      
    (c)  Any physical or chemical change in the product made intentionally by the vendor;  
 
    (d) Repackaging, except when unpacked solely for the purpose of inspection,    
     demonstration, testing, or the substitution of parts under instructions from the   
     manufacturer, and then repackaged in the original container; 
 
    (e) Any failure to make such inspections, adjustments, tests or servicing as the vendor  
     has agreed to make or normally undertakes to make in the usual course of business, 
     in connection with the distribution or sale of the products;  
 
    (f) Demonstration, installation, servicing or repair operations, except such operations  
     performed at the vendor's premises in connection with the sale of the product;  
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    (g) Products which, after distribution or sale by you, have been labeled or relabeled or  
     used as a container, part or ingredient of any other thing or substance by or for the  
     vendor; or 
 
    (h) "Bodily injury" or "property damage" arising out of the sole negligence of the vendor 
     for its own acts or omissions or those of its employees or anyone else acting on its  
     behalf.  However, this exclusion does not apply to: 
 
     (i) The exceptions contained in Sub-paragraphs (d) or (f); or 
 
     (ii) Such inspections, adjustments, tests or servicing as the vendor has agreed to 
       make or normally undertakes to make in the usual course of business, in   
       connection with the distribution or sale of the products. 
 
   (2)  This insurance does not apply to any insured person or organization, from whom you  
    have acquired such products, or any ingredient, part or container, entering into,    
    accompanying or containing. 
  
  j. Franchisor – Any person or organization with respect to their liability as the grantor of a   
   franchise to you.  
 
  k. As Required by Contract – Any person or organization where required by a written contract 
   executed prior to the occurrence of a loss.  Such person or organization is an additional   
   insured for "bodily injury," "property damage" or "personal and advertising injury" but only for 
   liability arising out of the negligence of the named insured. The limits of insurance applicable 
   to these additional insureds are the lesser of the policy limits or those limits specified in a  
   contract or agreement.  These limits are included within and not in addition to the limits of  
   insurance shown in the Declarations 
 
  l. Owners, Lessees or Contractors – Any person or organization, but only with respect to  
   liability for "bodily injury," "property damage" or "personal and advertising injury" caused, in  
   whole or in part, by: 
 
   (1) Your acts or omissions; or 
 
   (2) The acts or omissions of those acting on your behalf; 

  
   in the performance of your ongoing operations for the additional insured when required by a 
   contract.  

 
   With respect to the insurance afforded to these additional insureds, the following additional  
   exclusions apply: 
 
   This insurance does not apply to "bodily injury" or "property damage" occurring after: 
 
    (a) All work, including materials, parts or equipment furnished in connection with such  
     work, on the project (other than service, maintenance or repairs) to be performed by 
     or on behalf of the additional insured(s) at the location of the covered operations has 
     been completed; or 
 
    (b) That portion of "your work" out of which the injury or damage arises has been put to 
     its intended  use by any person or organization other than another contractor or   
     subcontractor engaged in performing operations for a principal as a part of the same 
     project.  
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  m.  State or Political Subdivisions – Any state or political subdivision as required, subject to  
   the following  provisions:  
 
   (1)  This insurance applies only with respect to operations performed by you or on your behalf 
     for which the state or political subdivision has issued a permit, and is required by    
     contract. 
 
   (2)  This insurance does not apply to:  
 
    (a) "Bodily injury," "property damage" or "personal and advertising injury" arising out of  
     operations performed for the state or municipality; or  
 
    (b) "Bodily injury" or "property damage" included within the "products-completed    
     operations hazard."  
 
M. Duties in the Event of Occurrence, Claim or Suit 
 
 SECTION IV – COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY CONDITIONS, Paragraph 2. is amended as 
 follows: 
 
 a. is amended to include: 

 
  This condition applies only when the “occurrence” or offense is known to: 
 
   (1)  You, if you are an individual; 
 
   (2)  A partner, if you are a partnership; or 
 
   (3)  An executive officer or insurance manager, if you are a corporation.  
 
 b. is amended to include: 

  
  This condition will not be considered breached unless the breach occurs after such claim or “suit” 
  is known to: 
 
   (1)  You, if you are an individual; 
 
   (2)  A partner, if you are a partnership; or 
 
   (3)  An executive officer or insurance manager, if you are a corporation.  
 
N. Unintentional Failure To Disclose Hazards 
 
 SECTION IV – COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY CONDITIONS, 6. Representations is 
 amended to include the following: 

 
  It is agreed that, based on our reliance on your representations as to existing hazards, if you   
  should unintentionally fail to disclose all such hazards prior to the beginning of the policy period of 
  this Coverage Part, we shall not deny coverage under this Coverage Part because of such failure.   
 
O. Transfer of Rights of Recovery Against Others To Us 
 
 SECTION IV – COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY CONDITIONS, 8. Transfer of Rights of  
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 Recovery Against Others To Us is deleted in its entirety and replaced by the following: 
  

  If the insured has rights to recover all or part of any payment we have made under this Coverage 
  Part, those rights are transferred to us. The insured must do nothing after loss to impair them. At 
  our request, the insured will bring "suit" or transfer those rights to us and help us enforce them.  

 
  Therefore, the insured can waive the insurer’s rights of recovery prior to the occurrence of a   
  loss, provided the waiver is made in a written contract. 
 
P. Liberalization 
 
 SECTION IV – COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY CONDITIONS, is amended to include the 
 following: 

 
  If we revise this endorsement to provide more coverage without additional premium charge, we  
  will automatically provide the additional coverage to all endorsement holders as of the day the  
  revision is effective in your state. 
 
Q.   Bodily Injury – Mental Anguish 
 
 SECTION V – DEFINITIONS, Paragraph 3. Is deleted in its entirety and replaced by the following: 
  
  “Bodily injury” means:  
 
  a. Bodily injury, sickness or disease sustained by a person, and includes mental anguish   
   resulting from any of these; and 
 
  b. Except for mental anguish, includes death resulting from the foregoing (Item a. above) at any 
   time. 

 
R. Personal and Advertising Injury – Abuse of Process, Discrimination 
  
 If COVERAGE B PERSONAL AND ADVERTISING INJURY LIABILITY COVERAGE is not 
 otherwise excluded from this Coverage Part, the definition of “personal and advertising injury” is 
 amended as follows: 
 
 1. SECTION V – DEFINITIONS, Paragraph 14.b. is deleted in its entirety and replaced by the   
  following: 
 
  b. Malicious prosecution or abuse of process; 
 
 2.   SECTION V – DEFINITIONS, Paragraph 14. is amended by adding the following:   
   
  Discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, age or national origin, except when: 
 
  a. Done intentionally by or at the direction of, or with the knowledge or consent of: 
 
   (1) Any insured; or 
 
   (2) Any executive officer, director, stockholder, partner or member of the insured;   
 
   b. Directly or indirectly related to the employment, former or prospective employment,   
   termination of employment, or application for employment of any person or persons by an  
   insured;  
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   c. Directly or indirectly related to the sale, rental, lease or sublease or prospective sales, rental, 
   lease or sub-lease of any room, dwelling or premises by or at the direction of any insured; or 

 
   d. Insurance for such discrimination is prohibited by or held in violation of law, public policy,  
   legislation, court decision or administrative ruling. 

 
  The above does not apply to fines or penalties imposed because of discrimination.    
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EXHIBIT K 
CONTRACTOR’S LIST OF EMPLOYEES 
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Bay Area Enterprises  
Customer Service Plan of Implementation: 

 

 

 
BAY AREA ENTERPRISES, PO BOX 1376, COOS BAY, OR 97420 | Updated 5/4/2022 

To better serve our customers we have implemented the following process changes: 

1) New Management Team – over the last six months, Bay Area Enterprises has gone through a few 
staffing changes, including a new Executive Director. We believe change can be healthy for a 
company and make it stronger. Under the guidance of Emma DeRock, we are adopting a new 
approach to customer service and quality assurance. 

2) Customer Care Team 

• We have established a new customer service email that is monitored by multiple staff 24/7. 
This email can be used to submit requests, communicate problems, or complement a job 
well done. 

• When an email is received. It will be acknowledged by a team member and forwarded to the 
management team responsible for the action item. 

• The customer care team will monitor the action item until completed. 

• Customer Contact Email: contactBAE@bayareaenterprises.org 

3) We have modified our Property Services Department management structure to a team approach. 
What this means for our customer is a more structured, collaborative, and accountable leadership 
team. A team that leads by doing. 

4) Training – We are reviewing all staff training and implementing a manager training program to 
better support our management staff as they lead our teams. 

5) We are reviewing all our client job sites for contract compliance and safety.  

• This process includes reviewing Scopes of Work. 

• Establishing routinely scheduled management walk thru’s of job sites with staff and clients. 

• Reviewing sites for compliance and Scopes of Work completion. 

• Increased training and process review training with janitorial teams. 

• Increasing communications with clients to proactively care for jobsites. 

• Requesting site maps and emergency evacuation procedures be added to contracts and 
jobsite red books. 

• Prioritizing communication and follow-up. 

6) Scheduling – We are auditing our scheduling processes and practices.  

• Our goal here is to stabilize our team assignments. 

• Identify and clarify who our relief cleaning teams are. This will allow staff to utilize PTO and 
better facilitate for last minute illness call outs.  

• This will create more stability and continuity of service for both BAE and the client. 
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per month

3,990.15$                 City Hall

2,025.86$                 VIC

4,053.35$                 Library

609.88$                     Shops

568.24$                     WWTP 1

288.41$                     WWTP 2

11,535.89$               total per month

590.44$                     VIC Windows 1st qrt

590.44$                     VIC Windows 2nd qrt

590.44$                     VIC Windows 3rd qrt

590.44$                     VIC Windows 4th qrt

2,361.76$                 VIC Windows per year

138,430.68$             total per year with out qrtly charges

140,792.44$             total per year with qrtly charges

563,169.76$             total for four years
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CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL
Agenda Staff Report

This item was previously discussed at Joint URA/Council Worksession on 6/28/2022

MEETING DATE
July 5,  2022 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER
9.

 TO: Mayor Benetti and City Councilors  

 FROM: Jennifer Wirsing, City Engineer/Deputy Director  

 THROUGH: Jim Hossley, Public Works and Community Development Director  

 ISSUE: Consideration to Approve a Tesla Supercharger Agreement  

 

SUMMARY:

Council to consider approving the execution of an agreement with Tesla to install a
supercharger at the public parking lot a S. 4th Street and Curtis Avenue.  

 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:

If it pleases Council, approve the execution of the Tesla Agreement to install a supercharger
station at the public parking lot at S. 4th Street and Curtis Avenue.  

 

 

BACKGROUND:

At the May 17, 2022 meeting, Council directed staff to move forward with the investigation of
installing a Tesla Electric Vehicle Supercharger Station at the public parking lot located at S
4th Street and Curtis Avenue.  At the June 28, 2022 work session, Council had the opportunity
to learn more about the Tesla Superchager station from the Tesla representative, Alex
Schoknecht.  
 
Staff worked with Tesla to complete the attached zero cost agreement and it has been reviewed
and approved by the City Attorney.  The term of the agreement is up to 15 years and Tesla will
assume one hundred percent of the design, construction, operations, and maintenance costs.  The
proposed location is along the western portion of the parking lot adjacent to S. 4th Street (see
exhibit in the attached agreement).   Upon approval of the agreement, Tesla will perform a survey
and work with Pacific Power to understand the improvements required, if any, to upgrade the
electrical to service the EV charging station.  According to the Tesla representative approximately
20-25% of the initial locations identified end up not being viable or need to be amended.  However,
any amendment and/or modification to the agreement will be presented to Council for approval.

 

 
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:

At this time, staff sees no impacts to budget.   
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SUPERCHARGER AGREEMENT  
 

This Supercharger Agreement (this “Agreement”) is effective as of the date last signed below (the 
“Effective Date”) by and between The City of Coos Bay, a Oregon Municipal Corporation (“Counterparty”) 
and Tesla, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“Tesla”). Tesla and Counterparty are each referred to herein as a 
“Party” and collectively as the “Parties.” 

WHEREAS, Tesla, through the provision of electric vehicle charging services at the Property, will 
provide value to Counterparty by attracting electric vehicle drivers to the Property; and 

WHEREAS, Counterparty is the sole owner of the Property; and 

WHEREAS, the Parties acknowledge the value of having electric vehicle charging at the Property. 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the above and for other good and valuable consideration, 
the receipt and legal sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows: 

1. CONTACT INFORMATION:  
 

Counterparty: 
City of Coos Bay 
500 Central Ave, Coos Bay, OR 97420 
Attention: Jennifer Wirsing 
Phone: (541) 269-1181 Ext 2247 
Email:  jwirsing@coosbay.org 
 

 

Tesla: 
Tesla, Inc. 
3500 Deer Creek Road  
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
Attention: Supercharger Team 
Phone:  (650) 681-5000 
 
With a copy to: 
Email: superchargerhost@tesla.com 
 
24-hour Technical Support & Service:  
877-79-TESLA (877-798-3752) 
 

2. PREMISES:  Counterparty hereby leases to Tesla, and Tesla hereby leases from Counterparty, eight 
(8) parking spaces, up to five (5) feet of additional parking width to provide disability access and 
approximately 200-400 square feet of space for equipment, all as depicted on Exhibit A attached 
hereto (the “Premises”), in order to build a Supercharger Station (as defined below), pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement. The Premises are located on the property commonly known as the 
public parking lot, located at the north east corner of the intersection of S. 4th Street and Curtis 
Avenue, more specifically the portion of the public parking lot adjacent to S. 4th street as identified 
in Exhibit A (the “Property”). 

The “Supercharger Station” shall consist of: (a) necessary utility infrastructure, which may include 
a utility transformer, metering equipment, switchgear, conduit, wiring and foundations 
(collectively, the “Infrastructure”); and (b) certain trade fixtures as determined by Tesla, which 
shall include eight (8) charge posts (“Superchargers”), power electronics equipment and Signage, 
and may also include, without limitation, fence or other visual barriers, a canopy, solar panels and 
an energy storage system (collectively, the “Trade Fixtures”). 
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3. FOOTPRINT:  A total of eight (8) parking spaces shall be outfitted with Superchargers to serve as 
dedicated charging stalls (“Dedicated Stalls”).]  

4. CONSTRUCTION AND ALTERATIONS:  Tesla shall, at its’ sole cost, make alterations to the Premises 
and construct the Supercharger Station (“Tesla’s Work”). Tesla acknowledges that Tesla’s Work 
shall only begin after: (a) Counterparty has approved the plans and specifications (the “Approved 
Plans”); and (b) Tesla has obtained all permits and approvals required by applicable governing 
bodies. Once Tesla’s Work begins, it shall proceed with diligence and continuity until complete. 
Any revisions to the Approved Plans shall be approved by Counterparty. Tesla may upgrade or 
replace its Trade Fixtures in its sole discretion during the Term, provided that any other alterations 
to the Supercharger Station shall be approved in advance by Counterparty. Counterparty’s 
approval of the plans and specifications, and of any alterations to the Supercharger Station, may 
be by email and shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. Tesla shall promptly 
repair any damage to the Property caused by Tesla, its agents, contractors and employees 
(collectively, “Tesla Parties”) while performing Tesla’s Work. 

5. ACCESS PERIOD:  Tesla Parties may enter the Premises and Property to complete Tesla’s Work 
beginning on the Effective Date and continuing through the Commencement Date. 

6. DUE DILIGENCE PERIOD:  Tesla shall have the option to terminate this Agreement within three 
hundred sixty-five (365) days following the Effective Date (“Due Diligence Period”) in the event 
that: (a) Tesla is unable to obtain all permits and approvals required by applicable governing 
bodies; (b) Tesla, in its reasonable business judgment, determines that it would incur substantial 
unanticipated costs  to complete Tesla’s Work or that there is insufficient demand for charging to 
justify building the Supercharger Station; or (c) the environmental reports obtained by Tesla or 
delivered to Tesla from Counterparty, if any, reveal environmental contamination at the Property, 
provided that all such reports shall remain confidential. In the event that Tesla terminates the 
Agreement pursuant to this Section 6, Tesla shall deliver written notice of termination to 
Counterparty and this Agreement shall be of no further force or effect.  

7. COMMENCEMENT DATE:  Tesla shall open the Supercharger Station to the public (the 
“Commencement Date”) within three hundred and sixty-five (365) days following the Effective 
Date, provided that such time shall be extended to the extent a delay is due to permitting, utility, 
or other requirements beyond Tesla’s control, or is due to Force Majeure (as defined in Section 
36). Tesla shall deliver written notice to Counterparty promptly following the Commencement 
Date to confirm such date as the start of the Initial Term for recordkeeping purposes.  

8. TERM:  The initial term of this Agreement shall begin on the Commencement Date and shall expire 
five (5) years from the last day of the month in which the Commencement Date occurs (the “Initial 
Term”). Tesla shall have two (2) options to extend the term of this Agreement for an additional 
five (5) years each (each a “Renewal Term” and together with the Initial Term, the “Term”), upon 
the same terms contained in this Agreement, provided that no Event of Default (as defined in 
Section 21) by Tesla exists at the time of extension. Tesla shall exercise the option for each 
Renewal Term by giving notice to Counterparty no later than thirty (30) days prior to the 
expiration of the Initial Term or Renewal Term, as applicable. 

9. REMOVAL:  Tesla shall, at its’ sole cost, remove the Trade Fixtures promptly following termination 
of this Agreement and restore the Premises to a condition commensurate with the rest of the 
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Property, subject to exceptions for reasonable wear and tear and damage by casualty or 
condemnation. Counterparty agrees that all Trade Fixtures and related intellectual property are 
and shall remain the personal property of Tesla. The Infrastructure (excluding Infrastructure that 
is upstream of the meter, which is and shall remain the property of the utility) shall, in Tesla’s sole 
discretion, either be removed with the Trade Fixtures and remain the personal property of Tesla, 
or left in a safe condition and become the property of Counterparty. 

10. UTILITIES:  Tesla agrees to arrange and pay the charges for all Tesla-related utility services 
provided or used in or at the Premises during the Term. Tesla shall pay directly to the utility 
company the cost of installation of any and all such Tesla-related utility services and shall arrange 
to have the utility service separately metered. Counterparty shall not be responsible for any 
damages suffered by Tesla in connection with the quality, quantity or interruption of utility 
service, unless the cause of the disruption or damage was Counterparty’s gross negligence or 
intentional misconduct. 

11. USE:  Tesla shall use and occupy the Premises during the Term to install, operate and maintain a 
Supercharger Station and for incidental purposes, which may include generating photovoltaic 
electricity and operating an energy storage system, and for any other lawful use (“Permitted 
Use”). Tesla is authorized to operate and collect payment for use of the Supercharger Station year 
round, twenty-four (24) hours per day and seven (7) days per week.  

12. MAINTENANCE:  Tesla shall be responsible for maintaining the Supercharger Station (including 
repair and replacement of equipment, as necessary) at its’ sole cost, and Counterparty shall have 
no liability for damage to the Supercharger Station unless caused by Counterparty’s negligence or 
intentional misconduct. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Counterparty’s normal responsibility to 
maintain the common areas of the Property shall also apply to the Premises, such as for trash 
removal, snow removal, repaving and restriping, and Counterparty agrees to coordinate such 
maintenance with Tesla pursuant to Section 16. If Tesla determines that additional trash cans are 
needed in the Premises, Tesla will notify Counterparty and Counterparty shall promptly install 
such trash cans at Counterparty’s sole cost. 

13. TEMPORARY IMPAIRMENT:  Tesla agrees that Counterparty shall have the right to temporarily 
access and/or temporarily restrict access to a portion of the Premises to perform routine parking 
lot maintenance, provided that Counterparty shall use commercially reasonable efforts to 
minimize any impairment of the Premises, including, without limitation, by limiting such 
impairment to times of day and days of the week that are not busy charging periods, and except 
in the case of snow removal, garbage collection or an emergency, Counterparty shall provide Tesla 
at least thirty (30) days advance written notice stating the date, time, duration and scope of the 
planned impairment. 

14. COUNTERPARTY COVENANTS:  Counterparty represents that: (a) it is the owner of the Property 
and has the power and authority to enter into this Agreement on the terms hereof; (b) it has 
obtained any required consents to enter into this Agreement; (c) the Property is subject to no 
conditions, restrictions or covenants incompatible with the Permitted Use; and (d) this Agreement 
does not violate any agreement, lease or other commitment by which Counterparty is bound. 
Counterparty shall not take any action that would impair or interrupt the use of the Premises or 
Supercharger Station, except as permitted in Section 16. 
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15. PAYMENTS TO COUNTERPARTY:  Other than parking fees charged to all users of the Property, 
Counterparty shall have no right to request or accept payment from Tesla, users of the 
Supercharger Station or any other third-parties in connection with the Supercharger Station.  

16. SIGNAGE:  Subject to applicable Laws (as defined in Section 38), Tesla shall install charging stall 
signage substantially similar to the signage represented in the Approved Plans (“Signage”). Any 
material revisions or additions to the Signage shall be subject to Counterparty approval, which 
shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.  

17. DEFAULT:  Each of the following shall constitute an “Event of Default” under this Agreement: 

A. Breach: The failure by either Party to perform or observe any material term or condition of 
this Agreement and such failure continues for a period of thirty (30) days after receipt of 
written notice thereof from the other Party, provided, however, that if the nature of such 
default is such that it cannot reasonably be cured within such thirty (30) day period and the 
defaulting Party commences to cure within the thirty (30) day period and proceeds with 
diligence and continuity, then such Party shall have additional time to cure as is reasonably 
required. 

B. Bankruptcy; Insolvency: The appointment of a receiver or trustee to take possession of all 
or substantially all of the assets of Tesla located at the Premises if possession is not restored 
to Tesla within sixty (60) days; or a general assignment by Tesla for the benefit of creditors; 
or any action or proceeding is commenced by or against Tesla under any insolvency or 
bankruptcy act, or under any other statute or regulation having as its purpose the 
protection of creditors and, in the case of actions filed against Tesla, is not discharged within 
sixty (60) days.  

18. REMEDIES:  Counterparty and Tesla acknowledge and agree that each Party shall have all 
remedies available at law or in equity if an Event of Default by the other Party has occurred and 
is continuing. In addition, if an Event of Default by Tesla has occurred and is continuing, then 
Counterparty, may: (a) continue this Agreement in effect by not terminating Tesla’s right to 
possession of said Premises and thereby be entitled to enforce all Counterparty’s rights and 
remedies under this Agreement; or (b) bring an action to recover and regain possession of said 
Premises in the manner provided by the laws of eviction of the state where the Premises are 
located then in effect. 

19. EXCLUSIONS:  Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, each Party expressly releases the 
other from any claims for, speculative, indirect, consequential or punitive damages, including any 
lost sales or profits of the other Party.  

20. ASSIGNMENT:  Tesla shall not assign this Agreement voluntarily or by operation of law, or any 
right hereunder, nor sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent 
of Counterparty, which shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed; provided that 
the foregoing prohibition shall not limit Tesla’s ability to transfer this Agreement to a Tesla 
Affiliate. “Affiliate” of a Party is an entity that controls, is controlled by or is under common 
control with that Party, where “control” means possessing, directly or indirectly, the power to 
direct or cause the direction of the management, policies or operations of an entity, through 
ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise. 
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21. INDEMNIFICATION:   

A. Counterparty: Except to the extent a claim arises from any negligence or willful misconduct 
of a Counterparty Indemnified Party, or any breach or alleged breach of Section 38 by 
Counterparty, Tesla hereby agrees to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Counterparty, 
its Affiliates and their respective directors, officers, managers, members, employees, agents 
and representatives (each a “Counterparty Indemnified Party”) from all losses and 
liabilities, including court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees, on account of or arising out 
of or alleged to have arisen out of any third party claim directly related to: (i) Tesla’s use of 
the Premises; (ii) Tesla’s breach of this Agreement; or (iii) bodily injury or damage to real or 
tangible personal property caused by the use of the Trade Fixtures.  

B. Tesla: Except to the extent a claim arises from any negligence or willful misconduct of a 
Tesla Indemnified Party, or any breach or alleged breach of Section 38 by Tesla, 
Counterparty hereby agrees to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Tesla, its Affiliates and 
their respective directors, officers, managers, members, employees, agents and 
representatives (each a “Tesla Indemnified Party”) from all losses and liabilities, including 
court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees, on account of or arising out of or alleged to have 
arisen out of any third party claim directly related to: (i) Counterparty’s entry onto the 
Premises; or (ii) Counterparty’s breach of this Agreement.  

22. LIENS:  Tesla shall promptly remove or bond any liens placed on the Property as a result of any 
claims for labor or materials furnished to Tesla at the Premises. 

23. DESTRUCTION:  Any total destruction of the Premises shall, at Counterparty’s or Tesla’s written 
election within thirty (30) days of such destruction, terminate this Agreement.  

24. INSURANCE:  During the Term, Tesla shall maintain commercial general liability insurance with 
limits of not less than Two Million Five Hundred Thousand dollars ($2,500,000) per occurrence 
and Four Million dollars ($4,000,000) aggregate for combined single limit for bodily injury or third 
party property damage. The total limits above may be met by any combination of primary and 
excess liability insurance. A certificate evidencing such insurance shall be delivered to 
Counterparty upon the execution of this Agreement and upon reasonable request by 
Counterparty. Tesla shall include Counterparty as additional insured on its commercial general 
liability and, if applicable to meet limit requirements, umbrella and/or excess insurance policies, 
with respect to liability under this Agreement. Tesla will maintain worker’s compensation 
insurance in accordance with state and federal law. This requirement may be waived by Tesla if 
Tesla is a qualified self-insured in the state where the Premises are located. Insurance shall be 
maintained with responsible insurance carriers with a Best Insurance Reports rating of “A-“ or 
better or through a formal self-insurance mechanism that has either (a) a Best Insurance Reports 
rating of “A-“ or better; or (b) a financial size category of “VI” or higher, provided, that if such self-
insurance program does not meet either (a) or (b), then Tesla’s use of self-insurance for the 
coverages herein shall be subject to Counterparty’s approval, not to be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned, or delayed. 
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25. CONFIDENTIALITY AND PUBLICITY:   

A. Confidentiality: Tesla and Counterparty agree that the terms of this Agreement and any 
non-public, confidential or proprietary information or documentation provided to one Party 
by the other Party in connection with this Agreement are confidential information, and the 
Parties agree not to disclose such confidential information to any person or entity during 
the Term and for a period of three (3) years thereafter.   

B. Permitted Disclosures: Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Parties may disclose information 
(i) to their respective Affiliates, subcontractors, lenders, employees, financial, legal and 
space planning consultants, in each case that have a “need to know” such confidential 
information and have committed to treat the information as confidential under terms no 
less protective than the terms of this Section 29, provided that the Party disclosing such 
confidential information shall be liable for any disclosure by such authorized recipients and 
(ii) as required by law.  

C. Publicity: Neither Party will use the other Party’s name, trademark or logo without obtaining 
the other Party’s prior written consent. 

26. ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS:  Counterparty represents and warrants that the Premises shall be 
delivered free of contamination that violates any applicable environmental law. Notwithstanding 
any provision in this Agreement to the contrary, Counterparty agrees that it will indemnify and 
hold Tesla harmless from all costs from, and Tesla shall have no liability for, any contamination of 
the Property, unless caused by Tesla Parties. Counterparty is responsible for remediating, to the 
extent required by applicable environmental law, any contamination not caused by Tesla Parties, 
including any contamination encountered by Tesla Parties during construction of the 
Supercharger Station.  

27. NOTICES:  All notices, demands and approvals shall be in writing and shall be delivered by prepaid 
first class certified mail, or by a reputable overnight delivery service, to the addresses of the 
respective Party as specified in Section 1. Notice given by certified mail shall be deemed given on 
the second business day after deposit in the United States Mail, and any notice given by overnight 
delivery service shall be deemed given on the next business day after deposit with such overnight 
delivery service. Copies of notices, demands and approvals shall also be delivered if a “copy to” 
email or other address is specified in Section 1. Notwithstanding the foregoing, as provided in 
Section 4, Counterparty may approve the plans and specifications and other alterations by email. 
Either Party may change their respective address for notices by giving written notice of such new 
address in accordance with the provisions of this Section 31.  

28. BROKERS:  Each Party represents to the other Party that it has not dealt with any broker and each 
Party hereby agrees to indemnify and hold the other Party harmless from all losses and liabilities, 
including court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees, arising out of any claims for commissions or 
fees related to any broker, finder or similar person with whom the indemnifying Party has dealt, 
or purportedly has dealt, in connection with this Agreement. 

29. SALE OR TRANSFER:  In the event of a sale or transfer of all or a portion of Counterparty’s interest 
in the Property or Premises while this Agreement is in effect, Tesla’s rights shall be conveyed with 
the Property or Premises and Counterparty warrants that any transferee shall be bound by all 
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terms and conditions of this Agreement, and shall obtain any necessary documents to confirm 
such assignment. 

30. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS:  This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit 
of Counterparty and Tesla and their respective successors and assigns. 

31. SUBORDINATION: Subject to Section 17 above, this Agreement is subject to and subordinate to 
all ground or superior leases and to all mortgages which may now or hereafter affect such leases 
or the real property of which the Premises are a part and to all renewals, modifications, 
consolidations, replacements and extensions of any such ground or superior leases and 
mortgages; provided that Tesla’s rights under this Agreement shall not be disturbed by such 
subordination so long as no Event of Default by Tesla exists. This Section 35 shall be self-operative 
and no further instrument of subordination or non-disturbance shall be required by any ground 
or superior lessor or by any mortgagee, affecting any lease or the Property.   

32. FORCE MAJEURE:  If either Party’s performance of its obligations under this Agreement is delayed 
by Force Majeure, then such Party’s time of performance will be extended by a corresponding 
number of days. As used in this Agreement, “Force Majeure” means an act, event, condition or 
requirement beyond such party’s reasonable control, including, without limitation, labor disputes, 
governmental restrictions, natural disasters, fire, flood, inclement weather, supply chain 
disturbances or delays, pandemic, disease or other outbreak or public health crisis, inclusive of 
quarantine, shelter order or similar restrictions on employees or travel, declaration of national, 
regional or local state of emergency, explosion, embargoes, war, terrorism, civil disturbance or 
other similar events. 

33. INCENTIVES:  Counterparty agrees that Tesla shall own and receive the benefit of all Incentives 
derived from the construction, ownership, use or operation of the Supercharger Station, 
including, without limitation, from electricity delivered through, stored at or generated by the 
Supercharger Station. Counterparty will cooperate with Tesla in obtaining all Incentives, provided 
that Counterparty is not obligated to incur any out-of-pocket costs in doing so unless reimbursed 
by Tesla. If any Incentives are paid directly to Counterparty, Counterparty agrees to immediately 
pay such amounts over to Tesla. “Incentives” means (a) electric vehicle charging or renewable 
energy credits or certificates, carbon credits and any similar environmental or pollution 
allowances, credits or reporting rights, (b) rebates or other payments based in whole or in part on 
the cost or size of equipment, (c) performance-based incentives paid as periodic payments, (d) 
tax credits, grants or benefits, and (e) any other attributes, commodities, revenue streams or 
payments, in each of (a) through (e) under any present or future law, standard or program and 
whether paid by a utility, private entity or any governmental, regulatory or administrative 
authority. 

34. COMPLIANCE WITH LAW:  Each Party shall comply with all applicable codes, laws and ordinances 
(“Laws”) in fulfilling its respective obligations under this Agreement. Each Party represents that it 
is in good standing under the Laws of the state of its organization. 

35. GOVERNING LAW:  This Agreement shall be governed by the Laws of the state where the Premises 
are located.  
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36. WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL:  COUNTERPARTY AND TESLA EACH WAIVE, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED 
BY APPLICABLE LAWS, THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING BASED 
UPON OR RELATED TO, THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS AGREEMENT. 

37. NON-DISCRIMINATION:  The Parties are against discrimination, harassment and unfair treatment 
of individuals, and therefore each Party agrees that it shall not discriminate against or segregate 
any person, or group of persons on account of sex, marital status, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, disability, race, age, color, religion, creed, veteran status, national origin or ancestry in 
the performance of their respective obligations in this Agreement, or knowingly permit any such 
practice by its agents, contractors or employees in connection with this Agreement that is in 
violation of applicable Laws. 

38. INTERPRETATION:  The headings and defined terms in this Agreement are for reference purposes 
only and may not be construed to modify the terms of this Agreement. Neither Party shall have 
the right to unilaterally revoke or terminate this Agreement, unless such revocation or 
termination is pursuant to the explicit terms of this Agreement.  

39. SEVERABILITY:  If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of 
this Agreement shall not be affected, and each provision shall be valid and enforceable to the 
fullest extent permitted by law.  

40. COUNTERPARTS:  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original and all of which together will constitute one agreement.  Electronic signatures 
and other signed copies transmitted electronically in PDF or similar format shall be treated as 
originals.  

[Signature page follows.] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have each caused an authorized representative to execute this 
Agreement as of the date below. 
 

COUNTERPARTY: TESLA: 
  
____________________ Tesla, Inc. 
a ___________________ a Delaware corporation  
  
  
By: __________________________ By: _______________________________ 
 
Name: _______________________ 

 
Name: 

 
_______________________________ 

 
Title: _________________________ 

 
Title: 

 
_______________________________ 

 
Date: _________________________ 

 
Date: 

 
_______________________________ 
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EXHIBIT A  
 

Premises and Property Depiction and Address 
 

Property Address:  
No address for subject property, but identified as Township 25 South, Range 13 West, Section 26CC, and 
Tax Lot 8500. 
 
Premises and Property Depiction: 
The Premises are located on the property commonly known as the public parking lot, located at the 
north east corner of the intersection of S. 4th Street and Curtis Avenue, more specifically the portion of 
the public parking lot adjacent to S. 4th street as identified in Exhibit A 
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CITY OF COOS BAY CITY COUNCIL
Agenda Staff Report

MEETING DATE
July 5,  2022 

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER
10.

 TO: Mayor Benetti and City Councilors  

 FROM: Rodger Craddock, City Manager  

 THROUGH:   

 ISSUE: Consideration to Approve an Intergovernmental Agreement - Coordinated Office
on Homelessness  

 

SUMMARY:

Coos Bay, North Bend and Coos County worked together to secure funding support through
HB 4123.  Together, the three entities were awarded $1 million in state funding over a two year
period to operationalize a coordinated office to strengthen the community's homeless
response. 

 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:

If it pleases Council, approve and authorize the City Manager to sign the agreement on behalf
of the City of Coos Bay.  In addition, appoint two representatives (elected and / or appointed)
to serve on the Homeless Advisory Board to assist in providing guidance towards fulfilling the
requirements of HB 4123.

 

 

BACKGROUND:

Coos Bay, North Bend and Coos County worked together to secure funding support through
HB 4123.  Together, the three entities were awarded $1 million in state funding over a two year
period to operationalize a coordinated office to strengthen our community's homeless
response. 
 
The Intergovernmental Agreement is in alignment with HB 4123 and has been reviewed and
approved by the Coos Bay City Attorney, North Bend City Attorney and Coos
County Counsel.

 

 

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:

None for the first two years.  Coos County will serve as the fiscal agent and the coordinated
pilot was awarded $1 million.  

 

 ATTACHMENT(S):  
ATTACHM ENTS:
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Descr ipt ion

House Bill 4123
HB 4123 IGA
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81st OREGON LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY-2022 Regular Session

House Bill 4123
Sponsored by Representatives KROPF, WILLIAMS, Senator PATTERSON, Representatives EVANS, GOMBERG,

HOY, SMITH G, ZIKA, Senators ANDERSON, GELSER BLOUIN, HANSELL, KNOPP, THOMSEN; Represen
tatives GRAYBER, LEVY, MARSH (Presession filed.)

SUMMARY

The following summary is not prepared by the sponsors of the measure and is not a part of the body thereof subject
to consideration by the Legislative Assembly. It is an editor's brief statement of the essential features of the
measure as introduced.

Requires Oregon Department of Administrative Services to provide grants for certain coordi
nated homeless response systems. Requires response systems to report annually to Housing and
Community Services Department, Oregon Housing Stability Council and interim committee of Leg
islative Assembly.

Sunsets January 2, 2025.
Appropriates moneys for specified response system grants.
Declares emergency, effective on passage.

1  A BILL FOR AN ACT

2  Relating to coordinated homeless response systems; and declaring an emergency.

3  Whereas the lack of available housing, high rents and high home prices are driving rapid in-

4  creases in housing instability and homelessness in Oregon; and

5  Whereas Oregon has experienced a significant increase in the number of people experiencing

6  homelessness and unsheltered homelessness; and

7  Whereas funding, resources and services to address homelessness in Oregon are not scaled to

8  meet this need; and

9  Whereas the lack of housing affordability and availability in Oregon cannot be addressed with-

10 out cross-jurisdictional collaboration; and

11 Whereas communities require coordinated leadership and governance to identify local needs and

12 centralize communication, policy and services to end homelessness; now, therefore,

13 Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

14 SECTION 1. (1) The Oregon Department of Administrative Services shall provide grants

15 to local governments and nonprofit corporations that agree to, within 90 days of receipt of

16 grant funding, enter into an agreement among the member governments and nonprofit cor-

17 porations, if any, to create a coordinated homeless response system that consists of, at a

18 minimum:

19 (a) The establishment of a coordinated homeless response office;

20 (b) An advisory board with representation firom the governing body of each member

21 government;

22 (c) Specific roles of each member to support the advisory board and office;

23 (d) Plans for coordination with any local continuum of care receiving funding under 24

24 C.F.R. part 578; and

25 (e) The establishment of a centralized point of contact for the office.

26 (2) Grants provided under this section shall be used by the coordinated homeless re-

27 sponse system to:

NOTE: Matter in boldfaced type in an amended section is new; matter [I'ta/ic and bracketed] is existing law to be omitted.
New sections are in boldfaced type.

LC 218
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Intergovernmental Agreement

Coordinated Office on Houselessness

This Agreement is entered into by and between Coos County, a political subdivision of
the State of Oregon ("County"), the City of Coos Bay, an Oregon Municipal Corporation ("Coos
Bay"), and the City of North Bend, an Oregon Municipal Corporation ("North Bend").

RECITALS

A. ORS 190.010 authorizes units of local government to enter into Intergovernmental
Agreements ("IGA") for the performance of any or all functions which a Party to the IGA
has the authority to perform.

B. County has signed a grant agreement with the State of Oregon awarding County
$ 1,000,000 to establish a coordinated homeless response system consisting of County,
Coos Bay, and North Bend. The grant agreement is entered pursuant to the terms of HB
4123.

C. The Parties to this IGA wish to implement HB 4123 and establish a coordinated homeless
response system consisting of the County, Coos Bay, and North Bend (the "System"). The
System shall, at a minimum, consist of a homeless response office (the "Office") and a
Homeless Response Advisory Board (the "Advisory Board"). The Parties wish to create a
System that will fulfill all requirements set forth in Exhibit A, attached hereto and
incorporated by this reference herein.

NOW, THEREFORE, County, Coos Bay, and North Bend, on the terms and conditions set forth
herein, and for consideration of which the existence and sufficiency is mutually acknowledged,
enter into the following Agreement:

AGREEMENT

1. Effective Date/Duration. This IGA shall be effective when signed by all three Parties
hereto. Unless extended or earlier terminated in a writing signed by a majority of the
Parties, this IGA automatically terminates on June 30, 2027.

2. Homeless Response Office. The Parties agree that the Office shall be organized as
follows and shall perform the following functions:

a. The Office will operate under the general policy guidance of the Homeless
Response Advisory Board ("Advisory Board").

b. The Office will primarily consist of a person (the "Director") selected by the Coos
County Board of Commissioners and approved by the Advisory Board. The
County may contract for the services provided by the Director. The Director may
be any individual or entity duly qualified and willing to serve in the role.

c. The Office will coordinate with and develop partnerships with local and regional
stakeholders as specified in House Bill 4123, including plans for coordination
with any local continuum of care receiving funding under 24 C.F.R. part 578.

d. The Office will be managed by the Director who will report to the Board of
Commissioners or designee. The Director will be charged with the general

IGA Coordinated Office on Houselessness - Page 1 of 5
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